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Abstract
In this dissertation, I tackle the challenge of information retrieval for multivariate research data by
providing novel means of content-based access.
Large amounts of multivariate data are produced and collected in different areas of scientific research
and industrial applications, including the human or natural sciences, the social or economical sciences
and applications like quality control, security and machine monitoring. Archival and re-use of this kind
of data has been identified as an important factor in the supply of information to support research and
industrial production. Due to increasing efforts in the digital library community, such multivariate data
are collected, archived and often made publicly available by specialized research data repositories. A
multivariate research data document consists of tabular data with m columns (measurement parame-
ters, e.g., temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.) and n rows (observations). To render such data-sets
accessible, they are annotated with meta-data according to well-defined meta-data standard when be-
ing archived. These annotations include time, location, parameters, title, author (and potentially many
more) of the document under concern. In particular for multivariate data, each column is annotated
with the parameter name and unit of its data (e.g., water depth [m]).
The task of retrieving and ranking the documents an information seeker is looking for is an important
and difficult challenge. To date, access to this data is primarily provided by means of annotated, textual
meta-data as described above. An information seeker can search for documents of interest, by querying
for the annotated meta-data. For example, an information seeker can retrieve all documents that were
obtained in a specific region or within a certain period of time. Similarly, she can search for data-
sets that contain a particular measurement via its parameter name or search for data-sets that were
produced by a specific scientist. However, retrieval via textual annotations is limited and does not
allow for content-based search, e.g., retrieving data which contains a particular measurement pattern
like a linear relationship between water depth and water pressure, or which is similar to example data
the information seeker provides.
In this thesis, I deal with this challenge and develop novel indexing and retrieval schemes, to extend the
established, meta-data based access to multivariate research data. By analyzing and indexing the data
patterns occurring in multivariate data, one can support new techniques for content-based retrieval and
exploration, well beyond meta-data based query methods. This allows information seekers to query
for multivariate data-sets that exhibit patterns similar to an example data-set they provide. Further-
more, information seekers can specify one or more particular patterns they are looking for, to retrieve
multivariate data-sets that contain similar patterns. To this end, I also develop visual-interactive tech-
niques to support information seekers in formulating such queries, which inherently are more complex
than textual search strings. These techniques include providing an over-view of potentially interesting
iii
patterns to search for, that interactively adapt to the user’s query as it is being entered. Furthermore,
based on the pattern description of each multivariate data document, I introduce a similarity measure
for multivariate data. This allows scientists to quickly discover similar (or contradictory) data to their
own measurements.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Dissertation beschäftigt sich mit der Herausforderung der inhaltsbasierten Suche in Sammlungen
multivariater Forschungsdaten.
Multivariate Forschungsdaten werden in immer größerem Maße in vielen Wissenschaftsdisziplinen,
wie den Human- und Naturwissenschaften oder den Sozial- und Wirtschaftswissenschaften, erhoben.
Das Archivieren und Wiederverwerten dieser Daten spielt eine immer wichtigere Rolle in der Infor-
mationsversorgung. Hierzu wurden spezialisierte Repositorien geschaffen, die diese Daten archivieren
und zur Nachnutzung bereitstellen. Ein multivariater Datensatz beinhaltet dabei m Messgrößen (zum
Beispiel Temperatur, Druck, Feuchtigkeit, etc. in der Klimaforschung) und n Beobachtungen. Um
solche Datensätze in den Repositorien auffindbar zu machen, werden diese nach einem gewissen
Metadatenstandard textuell annotiert und können anhand dieser Annotation gesucht werden. Diese
annotierten Metadaten beinhalten beispielsweise Ort, Datum, Messgrößen, Autor, Titel, etc. des zu-
grundeliegenden Datensatzes. Insbesondere bei multivariaten Daten werden insbesondere die einzel-
nen Spalten annotiert, um eindeutig festzuhalten, welche Messgröße und Einheit die einzelnen Spalten
wiedergeben. Nach diesem Stand können Wissenschaftler ihren Informationsbedarf derzeit decken,
indem sie für sie relevante Datensätze anhand der Metadaten finden. Beispielsweise können alle
Datensätze gefunden werden, die in einem gewissen Zeitraum oder innerhalb gewisser geographis-
cher Grenzen erfasst wurden. Ebenso können jene Datensätze gefunden werden, die Messungen zu
einer bestimmten Messgröße (z.B. Wasserdruck) enthalten oder von einem bestimmten Wissenschaftler
aufgenommen wurden. Fragestellungen, die nicht oder nur unzulänglich mit Hilfe textueller Annota-
tionen beantwortet werden können, beinhalten beispielsweise die Suche nach einem speziellen Muster
in den multivariaten Daten, wie etwa ein linearer Zusammenhang von Wasserdruck und Wassertiefe.
Eine andere solche Fragestellung ist die Suche nach multivariaten Daten, die einem Beispieldatensatz
möglichst ähnlich sind, das heißt, solche Datensätze die ähnliche Muster wie der Beispieldatensatz
aufweisen.
In dieser Dissertation beschäftige ich mich mit diesen Herausforderungen und entwickle neue Ver-
fahren, um den etablierten Zugang zu multivariaten Forschungsdaten auf Annotationsbasis, durch in-
haltbasierte Ansätze zum Beschreiben der Muster innerhalb der Daten zu erweitern. Damit erhöhe ich
das Maß an Zugänglichkeit zu diesen Daten, durch die Unterstützung verschiedener Such- und Explo-
rationsmodalitäten, die für die Auffindbarkeit und damit die Nachnutzung der Datensätze entscheidend
sind. Durch Analyse und Merkmalsbeschreibung der multivariaten Daten selbst werden Suchanfragen
ermöglicht, die anhand der Metadaten allein nicht durchführbar gewesen wären. Dies erlaubt die Suche
nach jenen Datensätzen, deren Messungen ein bestimmtes Muster (beispielsweise den bereits oben er-
wähnten linearen Zusammenhang von Wasserdruck und Wassertiefe) vorweisen. Ebenso entwickle
v
ich visuell-interaktive Verfahren, um den Nutzer bei der Formulierung solch komplexer Suchanfragen
zu unterstützen. So kann beispielsweise eine Übersicht interessanter Muster präsentiert werden, die
sich in Echtzeit an die (Teil-)Suchanfrage des Nutzers anpasst. Weiterhin habe ich über die Merk-
malsbeschreibungen einzelner Datensätze ein Maß zur Bestimmung der Ähnlichkeiten zwischen mul-
tivariaten Datensätzen entwickelt. Dies erlaubt Wissenschaftlern mittels Beispieldatensätzen andere
Datensätze gemäß ihrer Ähnlichkeit aufzufinden. So kann beispielsweise schnell festgestellt werden,
ob andere Wissenschaftler zu ähnlichen (oder auch widersprüchlichen) Ergebnissen gekommen sind.
vi
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1 Introduction
This thesis is the culmination of the research I have conducted in the area of information retrieval for
multivariate research data over the past three to four years. During this time, I have witnessed research
data become a major focus in the digital library community. Different aspects like retrieval, archiving,
privacy, data formats, accessibility, meta-data standards, and many more have been investigated and
still are being investigated and discussed this very moment. With my already published research, and
ultimately this thesis, I focus on retrieval for multivariate research data. In the following sections, I will
motivate why this is an important aspect to further enhance our current and future handling of research
data, and I will also outline the specific challenges associated with retrieval of multivariate data.
1.1 Motivation
Multivariate research data are produced in ever-more increasing amounts on a daily basis in many
areas of research, industrial production and other commercial applications. A multivariate research data
document consists of tabular data with m columns (measurement parameters) and n rows (observations)
along with annotated meta-data for each column (for example, parameter name and base unit, e.g.
water depth [m]). Due to increasing efforts in the digital library community over the last decade, such
data, particularly data obtained for research purposes, is archived and made publicly available on a
large scale in specialized research data repositories and annotated with high-quality meta-data. One
research domain where such data repositories are particularly important is earth observation. There, a
wide range of sensors and remote-sensing devices (like satellites) are used to measure environmental
parameters across all continents, oceans, the atmosphere and the poles. These sensorics are globally
connected to earth observation networks. In cooperation with digital libraries, these jointly collected
measurement data-sets are archived, curated and made available for re-use and citation. Similar to
repositories in other domains, such as web documents, images or other multimedia documents, the
task of retrieving and ranking the documents an information seeker is looking for, is an important and
difficult challenge. One established way to tackle this challenge is by means of annotated, textual meta-
data that an information seeker can search for. However, retrieval via textual annotations is limited and
does not allow to search for data patterns themselves. As a motivational example, consider the task
of retrieving data which is similar to example data an information seeker provides. To allow for these
kinds of query tasks, content-based access to research data repositories is required and has thus started
to receive attention from the digital library community. In addition to annotated textual meta-data, such
access supports information seekers to search and explore data patterns and to find data that exhibits
patterns similar to query patterns an information seeker specifies, e.g., via example data, sketching or
1
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sim(D1,D2)
= sim
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Depth water [m] Press [dbar] Density [kg/m^3]
362.7 366 1.01
364.6 368 1.02
366.6 370 1.03
368.6 372 1.05
370.6 374 1.06
372.6 376 1.09
374.5 378 1.1
376.5 380 1.15
Depth water [m] Press [dbar] Temp [°C] Sal
358.7 362 35.037 26.708
360.7 364 35.036 26.709
362.7 366 35.034 26.711
364.6 368 35.029 26.712
366.6 370 35.02 26.713
368.6 372 35.024 26.714
370.6 374 35.022 26.715
372.6 376 35.019 26.718
374.5 378 35.016 26.721
Figure 1.1: Schematic Outline of my Approach for Information Retrieval for Multivariate Research
Data Repositories. A collection multivariate data documents D is indexed for retrieval. A
bag-of-words approach for bivariate similarity (Section 3.4.1) allows an information seeker
to retrieve all data-sets R that contain the patterns she specified in query Q. Multivariate
similarity is computed with a topic modeling approach (Section 3.4.2) that enables the
retrieval of multivariate data-sets that exhibit a similar scatter-plot-matrix as an example
data-set the information seeker provides.
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mathematical terms. The motivation behind such access is to enable new and potentially more effective
ways for researchers to search for related work, data-sets and experiments that support or contradict
their own work, as well as getting an overview of the research data obtained and used thus far.
In the scope of this thesis, I tackle the challenge of information retrieval for multivariate research data
and propose novel indexing and retrieval schemes, to render multivariate data documents accessible via
the patterns of their actual content, on top of any text-based meta-data annotations. The ideas for my
approach originate from visual analysis of multivariate data and content-based retrieval of multimedia
documents, in particular content-based image retrieval. The goal is to extract features from multivari-
ate data documents, that describe the content of these documents. These features enable content-based
retrieval for information seekers. Here, the key to feature extraction is to derive features that describe
and discriminate the patterns in multivariate data well. When we look in the area of information vi-
sualization, the most widely used technique to visualize and subsequently analyze multivariate data
is the scatter-plot-matrix. To construct the scatter-plot-matrix from multivariate data, each of the m
columns is plotted versus one another. This results in a square matrix that contains all m · (m− 1)
scatter-plots of the pair-wise column combinations. Since the information that a human observer can
infer from the scatter-plot-matrix is suitable to analyze, understand and compare data, the idea is that
features extracted from the scatter-plot-matrix are also suitable for retrieval purposes. In fact, construct-
ing features using analysis techniques that potential information seekers are already used to, makes the
retrieval process more transparent and comprehensible. To extract features from each scatter-plot, I
develop and benchmark several novel bivariate feature extraction algorithms. These features enable a
potential information seeker to look for data documents that contain one or several specific bivariate
patterns, e.g. by specifying two variables via their label and sketching the relationship between these
variables. For increased robustness and significantly better retrieval times, I propose to convert these
features into a bag-of-words representation. These bag-of-words features associated with each multi-
variate data document can also be used for mining dominant or unusual patterns in a given data-set, as
well as suggesting and auto-completing query terms to search for.
Motivated by the successful use of query-by-example in other retrieval domains, I extend this ap-
proach to allow the information seeker to specify an example document and the subsequent retrieval of
documents with similar data. To this end, the bag-of-words representation of each document will be
further analyzed by topic modeling. This is a state-of-the-art technique used in multimedia information
retrieval, to enable content-based retrieval in an efficient way. Using Latent-Dirichlet-Analysis (LDA),
a topic model for collections of multivariate data documents is learned and one can then represent
each document as a mixture of topics. This representation allows us to compute the similarity of two
multivariate research data documents by computing the distance of their respective topic activations.
Besides query-by-example, this novel approach is very suitable for efficient nearest-neighbor indexing
and clustering according to the topic distribution of a document.
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic outline of my approach.
3
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 Similarity 
Document A
Depth water [m] Press [dbar] Temp [°C] Sal
358.7 362 35.037 26.708
360.7 364 35.036 26.709
362.7 366 35.034 26.711
364.6 368 35.029 26.712
366.6 370 35.026 26.713
368.6 372 35.024 26.714
370.6 374 35.022 26.715
372.6 376 35.019 26.718
374.5 378 35.016 26.721
Document B
Depth water [m] Press [dbar] Density [kg/m^3]
362.7 366 1.01
364.6 368 1.02
366.6 370 1.03
368.6 372 1.05
370.6 374 1.06
372.6 376 1.09
374.5 378 1.1
376.5 380 1.15
378.5 382 1.2
Figure 1.2: Similarity between multivariate documents: Multivariate data documents naturally differ
in the number and types of dimensions. To compute a similarity measure between two
such documents, the novel approach I developed is based on extracting a bag-of-words
representation of each document and comparing their respective topic activations obtained
by topic modeling (see Chapter 3).
1.2 Challenges
The challenges in information retrieval for multivariate research data can be summarized by asking the
following question.
"In a collection of multivariate data documents,
how can I find the documents I am looking for?"
So far, the answer to that question has been to provide the information seeker with query tools for tex-
tual meta-data that was manually annotated to the research data. Such annotations can include generic,
high-level meta-data information like the author, year, location or title of the experiment or publication
for which the data was obtained. More specific annotations include labels for the measurement vari-
ables and units according to a standardized vocabulary (e.g., Water Depth [m] or Press [dbar]) of the
multivariate data itself. Given these annotations and the tools to query them, the information seeker
can retrieve data she is looking for, as long as her information need can be expressed by textual means
and corresponds approximately to the terms chosen by the annotator. For example, querying for data
documents that were obtained by a particular author, within a specific region or within certain period
in time, is feasible. It is also feasible to query for multivariate data that contains one or more, specific
measurement variables, e.g., to retrieve all documents that contain a measurement of Water Depth [m]
and a measurement of Press [dbar] among potential other measurements. However, the limitations of
such annotation-based access are reached, if, for example, an information seeker is looking for all data
4
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documents that contain a particular relationship between water depth [m] and pressure [dbar]. By re-
lying merely on annotated, textual data, it is not possible to retrieve documents that contain data which
exhibit a pattern similar to a specific query pattern, which might be specified by means of sketching or
using an example document (e.g., data obtained by the information seeker herself). Another informa-
tion need of the seeker that cannot be met by mere annotation-based access is to provide an overview,
or grouping of data patterns and relationships.
The goal of this thesis is to enable content-based retrieval for multivariate research data as described
above. Several aspects of multivariate data make this goal highly challenging. A major contributor is
the fact that multivariate data is very heterogeneous, meaning in a collection of such data, documents
will (in general) differ significantly in the number and types of data dimensions they contain. This
heterogeneity can best be compared with the heterogeneity of a collection of textual documents, for
example a collection of newspaper articles. There, the number of words would naturally differ from
document to document, just like the choice of words. Analogously for collections of multivariate data,
the number of measurement variables and the number of measurements would differ among documents,
just like the choice of measurement variables that are being obtained.
This heterogeneity leads to several questions when we think about how to extract descriptors from
such data that are suitable for retrieval. On the one hand, we want a descriptor that describes a multi-
variate document as a whole, as a single entity. This would allow for nearest-neighbor retrieval to find
documents similar to a given query document. On the other hand though, we want a descriptor, or a set
of descriptors that are able to account for partial similarities between documents. For example, when
an information seeker queries for a particular functional relationship between two variables, we want
to be able to retrieve all those multivariate documents, that contain at least one measurement that is
similar to the one specified.
To account for the second case described above – the retrieval of multivariate documents that contain
one or more particular patterns – we are in the area of bivariate data retrieval. The challenge at hand
here is to retrieve those 2D point-clouds (scatter-plots) that are most similar to a query 2D point-cloud.
For this task, I developed and evaluated several different feature extraction techniques, to find out
which yield the best retrieval results. Using the best performing technique, one can then extract a set
of feature vectors from each multivariate data document to render this document accessible via each
of these patterns. In particular, we extract m(m−1) feature vectors from a multivariate data document
with m columns. This corresponds to extracting a feature vector from each entry of the document’s
scatter-plot-matrix, which is a standard tool for visual analysis of multivariate data. To account for
the second case described above – the retrieval of multivariate documents that contain one or more
particular patterns – we are in the area of bivariate data retrieval. The challenge at hand here is to
retrieve those 2D point-clouds (scatter-plots) that are most similar to a query 2D point-cloud. For this
task, I developed and evaluated several different feature extraction techniques, to find out which yield
the best retrieval results. Using the best performing technique, one can then extract a set of feature
vectors from each multivariate data document to render this document accessible via each of these
patterns. In particular, we extract m(m−1) feature vectors from a multivariate data document with m
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columns. This corresponds to extracting a feature vector from each entry of the document’s scatter-
plot-matrix, which is a standard tool for visual analysis of multivariate data.
The other kind of content-based access I want to support, is assessing the similarity between multivari-
ate documents. This requires a descriptor that represents the patterns of a multivariate data document
as a whole. Once such a descriptor is extracted, the process of computing the similarity between two
multivariate documents is accomplished by measuring the distance between their respective descrip-
tors. However extracting such a descriptor is challenging. The top part of Figure 1.2 shows an example
of this challenge. Document A contains four columns of data annotated with Depth water [m], Press
[dbar], Temp [◦C] and Sal (Salinity) respectively. Document B contains just three columns of data
annotated with Depth water [m], Press [dbar] and Density [kg/m3] respectively. When expert users
are asked to assess the similarity of these two documents, an intuitive approach is to visualize the mul-
tivariate data using scatter-plots and then check if the scatter-plots of columns present in both data-sets
(Water Depth [m] and Press [dbar] in this case) show a similar pattern.
In this thesis, I formalize this idea and propose a novel approach for computing a similarity measure
between multivariate data documents. Motivated by the wide-spread usage of the scatter-plot matrix, a
visualization technique used to analyze multivariate data, and the success of topic modeling in multi-
media retrieval, I propose and investigate the following approach in my thesis. By extracting a bivariate
feature vector from each scatter-plot of a document, one obtains a set of feature vectors that describe a
multivariate data document. Converting these feature vectors to a bag-of-words representation, allows
to learn a topic model for this type of data and ultimately represent each document as a mixture of
topics. The topic mixture obtained with this approach represents the different feature patterns occur-
ring in each document, and as such, allows for an effective similarity computation between multivariate
documents by measuring the distance between their respective topic activations.
1.3 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured into the following chapters. In the subsequent Chapter 2, I
will be providing and describing work that is related to my thesis. The entirety of my approach for
retrieval in multivariate research data spans Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. At first in Chapter 3,
I will be introducing my approach schematically as well as detailing my feature extraction algorithms
for bivariate data and multivariate data. In Chapter 4, I will describe how to benchmark these feature
extraction techniques and evaluate them. The last part of my approach is presented in Chapter 5, where
I deal with visual-interactive retrieval to actually provide an information seeker with tools based on my
algorithmic approach she can use. After these three chapters on my approach itself, I will show-case
the qualitative benefits of my approach using a case-study in climate research in Chapter 6. Finally
in Chapter 7, I will draw conclusions from the research I conducted during this thesis and outline
future work about digital research objects. Appended to this thesis is a short list of all my publications
(Appendix A), a raw, real-world example of multivariate research data (Appendix B) and my curriculum
vitæ (Appendix C).
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In this chapter I will introduce and describe previous work by other authors that is related to my thesis.
At first I will describe a selection of techniques, algorithms and math that served as a starting point for
my work. In particular, I will provide an overview of distance functions, clustering algorithms, topic
modeling as well as metrics and ranking functions used in information retrieval. Then I will describe
the state-of-the-art in several related retrieval domains, including textual retrieval, multimedia retrieval
and time-series retrieval. I will also introduce related techniques from the visual analytics domain,
such as result visualization and interactive querying which are also part of my work. Finally, in the
last section of this chapter, I will focus on the state-of-the-art in current digital library applications, in
particular for research data repositories in the area of earth observation.
2.1 Distance Functions
There is a wealth of distance functions to compute the distance between two vectors. Computing such
a distance is essential to many tasks in pattern recognition, data mining and information retrieval. A
comprehensive overview and categorization of distance functions is provided by Cha [Cha07]. In the
scope of my thesis, the two distance functions used most often (usually for clustering or retrieval)
include the Euclidean Distance and the cosine distance.
The Euclidean Distance (often denoted as L2 Norm) is defined as
dL2(~x,~y) =
√
n
∑
i=1
(xi− yi)2, (2.1)
where~x and~y are n-dimensional vectors of real numbers.
The cosine distance is defined as
dcos(~x,~y) = 1− ~x ·~y‖~x‖‖~y‖ (2.2)
= 1−
n
∑
i=1
xiyi√
n
∑
i=1
x2i ·
√
n
∑
i=1
x2i
. (2.3)
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If vectors~x and~y are non-negative (i.e. frequency vectors), the cosine distance always lies in the [0,1]
interval, which is often advantageous for further processing, as no additional normalization is required.
Both of these distance functions are metrics, meaning they are non-negative and symmetric, preserve
the identity of indiscernibles and adhere to the triangle inequality. These are important properties,
especially for applications of distance functions in retrieval and clustering, e.g. space partitioning for
fast, approximate distance computations. Without adherence to the triangle inequality for example, one
could not guarantee an upper bound for the error for this kind of approximation.
2.2 Clustering
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(b) Gaussian mixture clusters using EM
Figure 2.1: Clustering Example: (a) k-means clustering is neighborhood based and assigns data points
to their closest centroid. (b) Fitting a Gaussian mixture model to the data using expectation-
maximization ultimately assigns data-points to clusters based on their density.
Clustering is the process of assigning data instances to groups with respect to some kind of optimality
criterion in an unsupervised manner. Several such clustering algorithms have been proposed so far, and
their advantages and disadvantages have been studied in detail in the last two decades [Ber06, JMF99,
XW∗05]. In general, clustering algorithms can be discerned whether they assign cluster memberships
in a deterministic or probabilistic way. Deterministic means that a data instance is assigned to one or
several clusters and is thus not a member of any other clusters. In contrast, probabilistic clustering
computes a probability density for each data instance over all clusters. Another aspect of clustering
algorithms (either deterministic or probabilistic) is whether they preserve a given topology or not. A
prominent example is the self-organizing maps algorithm proposed by Kohonen (thus also known as
Kohonen-Maps) [Koh82] which preserves the neighborhoods of a cell-based topology. This algorithm
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is used mostly for visual-interactive approaches, as it directly lends itself to provide an overview of
data by computing and visualizing a data-clustering on a 2D grid.
For this work, my primary application of clustering algorithms is the quantization of feature vec-
tors (see Section 3.4.1). For this purpose, topology preservation is not required. In contrast, pre-
serving a topology leads to poorer clustering results compared to non-topology preserving techniques
[BLBS11]. Thus, I primarily used one of the most wide-spread clustering algorithms called k-means
[Mac67, Ste56]. This is a deterministic, non-topology preserving clustering algorithm, that iteratively
assigns data instances to one of k clusters while trying to minimize the distance of each instance to the
current cluster mean. This process is iterated until the cluster memberships do not change between one
iteration and the next. If run-time and not optimality needs to be guaranteed, the algorithm is either
iterated a fixed number of times or until the distance to the cluster means converges below a given
threshold. The two major challenges with k-means clustering in general are finding a suitable num-
ber of clusters k (which has to be set a-priori) and computing a suitable initial clustering. However,
there has been lots of research about best practices to set these parameters in general, from the still
often used rule of thumb k =
√
n/2 (n being the number of data-points) to more advanced statistical
analysis [TWH01]. Furthermore there are several reference implementations for different applications
(e.g., bag-of-words retrieval [YJHN07] in the case of this thesis), that can serve as a starting point to
optimize these parameters.
2.3 Topic Modeling
Topic modeling is a generative learning process that models documents as a mixture of a small number
of topics. Latent-Dirichlet-Allocation (LDA) is a popular topic model proposed by Blei et al. in
2003 [BNJ03] which is also used in this work. The following is based on an introduction to probabilistic
models and LDA in particular by David M. Blei [Ble12]. LDA is part of a larger field called generative
probabilistic modeling. In this framework, data is treated as arising from a generative process including
hidden variables. We can analyze the data by computing the conditional distribution of the hidden
variables given the observed variables. Here, the observed variables are the words of a document and
the hidden variables are the topic structures. The generative process assumes that each document is
created by three steps. Randomly choose a distribution over the topics. For each word in the document,
choose a topic according to this distribution. According to the word-distribution of that topic, randomly
choose a word. See Figure 2.2 for an illustration of this generative process. More formally, the joint
distribution of the hidden and observed variables is defined as
p(β1:K ,θ1:D,z1:D,w1:D) (2.4)
=
K
∏
i=1
p(βi)
D
∏
d=1
p(θd)
N
∏
n=1
p(zd,n|θd)p(wd,n|β1:K ,zd,n). (2.5)
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Figure 2.2: Intuition Behind Topic Modeling. "We assume that some number of "topics," which are
distributions over words, exist for the whole collection (far left). Each document is assumed
to be generated as follows. First choose a distribution over the topics (the histogram at
right); then, for each word, choose a topic assignment (the colored coins) and choose the
word from the corresponding topic." Image and caption from "Probabilistic Topic Models"
by David M. Blei [Ble12].
Whereas the notation is as follows: β1:K are the K topics where each topic βk is a distribution over
the words (vocabulary) of the corpus. D is the number of documents on the corpus; θd is the topic-
distribution of document d. The topic assignments for all words of document d are zd , where zd,n is the
topic assignment of word n in document d. The observed words of document d are wd , where again
wd,n is word n in document d.
In the domain of non-textual documents, LDA was first applied to multimedia documents by Sivic and
Zisserman for content-based image retrieval [SZ03]. The basic approach is to first extract a bag-of-
words representation of the images by extracting local features, e.g., SIFT [Low04] or SURF features,
and quantizing these features via k-means or other suitable clustering methods [XW∗05]. Then each
document can be represented by a set of tokens and thus, topic modeling in the form of LDA can be
readily applied to obtain efficient nearest neighbor indexes of the document collection. Topic modeling
has been shown to yield state-of-the-art retrieval performance in other domains and applications as
well, including image and music retrieval [LSDJ06, RHG08, JDS10] as well as 3D models and 3D
10
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Figure 2.3: Example of precision and recall curves for the evaluation of content-based image retrieval
techniques. Image by Shirahatti and Barnard [SB05].
scenes [ERB∗12] and time-series data [LKL11]. For more details on applications using bag-of-words
approaches and topic modeling please refer to Section 2.6.
2.4 Information Retrieval Metrics
Several metrics are used in information retrieval to judge the performance of ranking algorithms [BYRN99,
MRS08]. Here I introduce the terminology and give a short summary of those metrics, which are also
partly used for evaluation in the scope of this thesis (see Chapter 4).
Precision In the context of information retrieval, the higher the precision of a retrieval algorithm, the
higher the ratio of relevant versus irrelevant documents in a result set. So precision is the fraction of
retrieved documents that are relevant to the query. In more formal terms we notate precision as
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precision =
|{relevant docs}∩{retrieved docs}|
|{retrieved docs}| . (2.6)
In the context of classification, precision is also known as the positive predictive value (PPV) and
denoted as
PPV =
|{true positives}|
|{true positives}|+ |{false positives}| . (2.7)
Recall Recall is the fraction of relevant documents that are retrieved. So in the context of information
retrieval, the higher the recall, the higher the ratio of relevant documents in the result set versus relevant
documents in the corpus. We can formalize recall as
recall =
|{relevant docs}∩{retrieved docs}|
|{relevant docs}| . (2.8)
Recall is also used in classification where it is known as sensitivity:
sensitivity =
|{true positives}|
|{true positives}|+ |{false negatives}| . (2.9)
Mean Average Precision (MAP) For the purpose of evaluating retrieval algorithms, precision is
usually measured at all different recall levels. The result of this is a precision-recall curve. To make
two different precision-recall curves comparable a scalar measure that describes the precision-recall
performance is desirable, as those can readily be compared. One such measure is the mean-average-
precision, usually abbreviated MAP1, being the mean value of all average-precision values of each
query.
The average precision is computed as the mean of all precision values at the different recall levels.
This can be accomplished by retrieving all n documents of a corpus (thus ranking/sorting the entire
corpus) and evaluating the following finite sum.
avgP =
n
∑
k=1
P(k) · Irel(k)
m
(2.10)
1not to be confused with maximum a-posteriori estimation, which is used as a point estimate in machine learning and
abbreviated the same way
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where m is the number of relevant documents, P(k) is the precision at cut-off k in the result set and
Irel(k) is a function that returns 1 if the document at result position k is relevant to the query and 0
otherwise.
First Tier Precision The first-tier-precision (also called r-precision or precision at r) evaluates the
precision at a single point but is still highly correlated to the mean-average-precision.
It measures the precision of a retrieved result set of size r, where r is the number of documents relevant
to the query. By definition, first-tier-precision is equal to recall at position r. We can compute the first-
tier-precision by evaluating the following finite sum.
ftP = P(r) (2.11)
=
r
∑
k=1
Irel(k)
r
(2.12)
2.5 Textual Document Retrieval
The central challenge in textual document retrieval is related to multimedia retrieval and to retrieval
of multivariate data which I consider in this thesis. This central challenge is to rank a collection of
documents according to their respective relevance to a query. In textual document retrieval, such a
query usually consists of one or several search terms. When querying a document collection with a
limited, controlled meta-data vocabulary, it is usually suitable to compute a binary relevance, such that
a document is relevant to a query if it contains all search tokens and irrelevant otherwise. However,
when considering full-text retrieval (over natural language documents such as web-sites, news articles,
etc.), computing a continuous relevance score is important to return a ranked list of documents to the
information seeker.
One of the first and most straight-forward approaches to compute the relevance of a token to a docu-
ment, is to count the (relative) number of occurrences of that token within the document [SB88]. This
is referred to as the term frequency. To further improve this relevance judgment, it is often useful to
normalize it using an inverse-document frequency. As the name implies, this is the relative number
of documents within a given corpus, which contain the token at least once. This is intuitive, because
even though a token occurs often in a given document, it might still be quite irrelevant if it occurs in
almost all of the documents. This combined scheme is abbreviated tf-idf (term frequency, inverse doc-
ument frequency). State-of-the-art techniques like Okapi BM25 [RZ09] for ranked retrieval incorporate
further refinements (such as a term that penalizes very long documents) and allow for weighting the
individual relevance terms to fine-tune the retrieval scheme for the application at hand.
I describe Okapi BM25 here in detail, as I will be using this state-of-the-art technique for indexing and
ranked retrieval of multivariate research data (see Section 3.5 Retrieval Scheme ). BM25 is a family
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of functions for ranked retrieval of documents using a bag-of-words representation. The bag-of-words
assumption states that all words (usually called tokens) of a document are considered independent of
their location within the document and their proximity to other words. Given a collection (usually
called corpus) of n documents D1 . . .Dn, I compute the BM25 score of a document Di to a query Q
(containing the query tokens q1 . . .qm) using the following function [MRS08].
simbm25(Di,Q) =
m
∑
j=1
IDF(q j) · TF(q j,Di) · (α+1)
TF(q j,Di)+α · (1−β+β · |Di|1
n
n
∑
k=1
|Dk|
)
(2.13)
Here TF(q j,Di) denotes the term frequency of token q j in document Di. |Di| is the length (number of
tokens) of document Di. α and β are weight parameters to fine-tune the ranking function to give more
weight to the term frequency or more weight to the inverse document frequency.
IDF(q j) is the inverse document frequency of token q j. It is given by
IDF(q j) = log
n−n(q j)+0.5
n(q j)+0.5
, (2.14)
where n is the total number of documents in the collection and n(q j) is the number of documents that
contain token q j.
To evaluate and compare the retrieval performance of ranking algorithms like Okapi BM25, several
benchmarking challenges exist. Three of the most prominent, large-scale retrieval challenges are TREC
[TRE], CLEF [The] and NTCIR [NTC]. Tracks and challenges include web retrieval, micro-blog
mining, image retrieval, patent retrieval, cross linking, math retrieval and several more. Older, but
still widely-used benchmark data-sets for text retrieval and classification are collections of newspaper
articles from Reuters called Reuters-21578 and RCV1 [LYRL04].
2.6 Multimedia Retrieval
Multimedia retrieval encompasses research how an information seeker can find non-textual, multimedia
documents that are relevant to her information need [LSDJ06]. Multimedia retrieval focuses on content-
based approaches, that is the analysis of the actual content of a multimedia document (e.g. the colors
occurring in an image) and allowing for retrieval based (directly or indirectly) on this analysis.
What constitutes a multimedia document is loosely defined, although most research was done in the
areas of image retrieval [DJLW08], music retrieval [TWV05], video retrieval [HXL∗11] and 3D model
retrieval [TV08].
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(a) query-by-example in content-based image retrieval
(b) query-by-sketch in content-based 3d retrieval
Figure 2.4: Examples of Multimedia Information Retrieval Approaches. (a) Given an example query,
similar images are retrieved. Image by Datta et al. [DLW05]. (b) By sketching what the
information seeker is looking for, similar 3D models are retrieved. Image by Yoon et al.
[YSSK10]
For retrieval, a popular approach is feature extraction. The goal of this approach is to extract a mathe-
matically tractable summarization of the media content, such as a feature vector. A widely-used query
paradigm relying on feature extraction is query-by-example, where an information seeker supplies an
example document and the ranking algorithms retrieves documents similar to the query with respect to
some of its properties according to the extracted features [SWS∗00]. An intuitive example is content-
based image retrieval using a color descriptor. By supplying an example image, other images with
similar color distributions are retrieved.
A different approach that does not directly use extracted features for retrieval is the categorization of
documents into classes according to their extracted features. Such approaches use machine learning
algorithms to automatically classify the media documents. One example where a lot of learning data
is available is the task to annotate textual tags to images. Given such automatic tags, an information
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seeker can use a textual search to retrieve documents of interest [LW08]. Other approaches exist that
try to combine textual and visual cues [LCSS98].
Other retrieval approaches for visual documents like images [EHBA10] or 3D models [ERB∗12] are
based on sketching. In the absence of an example object, which arguably is often the case when
searching for new documents, the information seeker can sketch what she is looking for. The basic
idea here is to first convert the documents in the database such that they resemble user-drawn sketches.
For images this can be accomplished using edge-detection, and for 3D models non-photo-realistic
rendering techniques provide suitable views [YSSK10]. The draw-back to sketch-based methods is the
dependence on the information seeker’s drawing abilities, which can differ drastically from person to
person.
Similar to sketch-based retrieval for visual documents, there exist humming-based approaches for
music retrieval [KNS∗00]. The idea here is to have the information seeker hum or sing a partial melody
to use as a query.
Figure 2.4 shows two approaches in multimedia information retrieval, for content-based image re-
trieval and sketch-based 3d model retrieval. In (a) one can see that images similar to the query example
are retrieved, even though they differ in rotation, composition and colors. In (b) 3D models that are
similar to the hand-drawn query-sketches are retrieved.
To evaluate performance in multimedia information retrieval, many manually annotated data-sets exist
and are used for benchmarking. The MPEG-7 benchmark is used for 2D shape analysis [LLE00].
In the area of 3D model retrieval there is the Princeton Shape Benchmark [SMKF04] as well as the
SHREC (shape retrieval contest) [SHR]. Several large benchmarks and challenges for content-based
image retrieval exist [DJLW08,DKN08], with ImageCLEF [Ima] being one of the most prominent. For
these benchmarks, objects are usually assigned to similarity classes (either manually by humans, or
automatically by using social tags, e.g., from Flickr), and precision-recall can be computed, to measure
effectiveness of feature extraction algorithms for similarity assessment. However, their suitability is
sometimes discussed [MMP02], since automatically designed benchmarks lack specified query sets
and relevance judgments of retrieval results.
Retrieval for feature-vector based techniques relies on ranking these feature vectors to a query object,
usually by means of a k-nearest neighbor computation. For large scale multimedia data-bases, efficient
indexing structures are required, as exhaustive nearest neighbor search is too costly.
Approximate indexing relies on data structures such as KD-trees, random forests or hierarchical k-
means trees [ML09], that allow to quickly skim through the feature space.
Other approaches rely on dimension reduction to speed up retrieval. One of the most successful such
approaches is local sensitive hashing (lsh) [LJW∗07]. The basic idea is to compute a hash value of
high-dimensional feature vectors, such that similar feature vectors are assigned to the same bucket with
a high probability.
An efficient content-based indexing method that has become highly popular in multimedia informa-
tion retrieval is the bag-of-words (BOW) approach. It has been shown to yield state-of-the-art retrieval
performance in different domains, including image and music retrieval [LSDJ06,RHG08,JDS10]. This
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Figure 2.5: A bag-of-words approach for rotation invariant clustering of time-series data [LKL11]. The
bag-of-words representation is invariant to shifts in the time-series. Image by Lin et al.
[LKL11]
allows for similarity measurements between multimedia objects via their associated bag-of-words (usu-
ally the terms are encoded as a histogram), as well as querying or clustering the documents via specific
terms (e.g., a predominant color in an image). Most recently, such a bag-of-words approach was also
applied successfully to the retrieval of 3D models and 3D scenes [ERB∗12]. I also use this approach
for indexing multivariate data (see Section 3.4).
2.7 Time-Series Retrieval
A research topic in information retrieval that is closely related to this thesis is the retrieval of time-series
data. Time-series data consist of one or more dependent variables (e.g. temperature, income, radiation,
blood sugar, etc.) that are measured at specific intervals over one independent variable (usually time,
hence the name time-series, though other variables like pressure might also be suitable). For time-series
retrieval, the goal is to extract a mathematical descriptor from the data that models its properties. Given
such a descriptor, similar data can be retrieved by computing the distance between descriptors. Time-
series retrieval has received attention from the data-mining and information retrieval communities for
over two decades. One of the first successful approaches is based on the discrete Fourier transform and
approximates the data by extracting the first n Fourier coefficients from its Fourier transform [AFS93].
Other prominent approaches for time-series retrieval include the piece-wise aggregate approximation
[YF00,KCPM01], which splits the data into n uniformly spaced parts and computes the average value of
each part. Another approach which is particularly efficient for indexing and retrieving sub-sequences
in time-series data is called symbolic aggregate approximation [LKLC03, KLF05]. Here the time-
domain and the value-domain are averaged and quantized, such that time-series can be represented by
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Figure 2.6: The Visual Analytics Pipeline [KAF∗08].
a sequence of letters. More recent work shown in Figure 2.5 also considers the bag-of-words approach
to create a rotation-invariant descriptor for time-series [LKL11].
In 2003, Keogh and Kasetty discussed the need for benchmarking retrieval in time-series data [KK03].
They empirically show that given a sufficiently large number of data-sets to choose from, the superiority
of any technique can be shown when only considering numeric similarity of retrieval results. Thus,
they argue for the need of similarity concepts to construct a meaningful benchmark. This leads to the
creation of the UCR Time Series repository [KZH∗11]. There, researchers using time-series data are
invited to submit their (labeled) data-sets for others to use. In total, 47 time-series data-sets have been
archived thus far. In each data-set, each individual time-series is annotated with a class label, which
allows the evaluation of time-series descriptors via precision and recall and classification tests. Several
time-series retrieval techniques were evaluated on these community data-sets by Ding et al. [DTS∗08]
2.8 Visual-Interactive Analysis
Visual analytics is a relatively young research domain that attracts more and more attention from dif-
ferent research communities. Visual analytics is the combination of (semi-) automatic data analysis
techniques and (interactive) visualization and has the goal, to provide users with insight and under-
standing of potentially complex and large data. The classical visual information seeking mantra by
Shneiderman is to provide overview first and details on demand [Shn96]. Keim defined an extension to
this mantra to explain the visual analytis process: Analyze first, show the important, zoom, filter and
analyze further, details on demand [KAF∗08].
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In the area of time-series data and multivariate data, several visual analytics approaches exist to enable
and support users in analyzing data of interest. Visual analysis of time-series data is, in contrast to
retrieval of time-series data (see Section 2.7), usually not concerned with finding data of interest, but
rather with analyzing data of potential interest. In general, time-series analysis has the goal to increase
our understanding of systems, to distinguish regular from extraordinary characteristics [KLF05] and
to predict future development [KS02]. Aigner et al. provide an overview of time-series visualization
techniques [AMST11]. However, visualizing large time-series data-sets, particularly when using line
charts, often leads to over-plotting if fitted into given display space or requires extensive user-interaction
(e.g., for panning and zooming) otherwise [BWS∗12]. Hence, data mining techniques are often used in
time series visualization. The goal is to reduce the size of the data to be visualized. This can be achieved
by resampling [AFS93], averaging [YF00], aggregating [BM04] or reducing the dimensionality of the
time-series data [KCPM01].
For the analysis of multivariate data, a standard tool is the scatter-plot matrix (SPLOMs) [Cle85].
This square matrix consists of scatter-plots for all pair-wise column combinations of the multivariate
data under concern. A prominent technique to filter or cluster large SPLOMs for those plots of highest
potential interest to the user, based on certain interestingness scores, is Scagnostics by Wilkinson et al.
[WAG05] The basic idea of this approach is to represent each scatter-plot as a graph and then compute
graph-theoretic features to model such properties as skinny, convex, skewed, etc. These features allow
for filtering, highlighting and aggregating individual scatter-plots of interest.
Visual access methods have shown to be highly successful for providing overview and search function-
ality for users in the digital library domain [Hea09]. Effective interfaces can help to more effectively
browse, search or analyze large data repositories [WCR∗11]. The major challenges in providing visual-
interactive access to large amounts of data (which is typically the case in data libraries) include scala-
bility, streaming analysis, user-driven data reduction and data summarization and triage for interactive
querying [WSJ∗12].
A recent example of such a system in the digital library context was presented in [BRS∗12a]. By
analyzing meta-data and time-series based content at the same time, this system generates an interactive
layout of research data to enable the discovery of interesting co-occurrences of meta-data based and
time-series based patterns. Such approaches can combine traditional meta-data based and content-
based methods and can extend the standard search support with elements of exploratory search systems
useful for hypothesis generation [WR09].
2.9 Digital Libraries
Digital library systems have evolved from mere research prototypes into production stable pieces of
software, allowing us to cope with the rapidly increasing number of digital documents. Prominent
digital-library systems include [CP02, LPSW06, WMBB00].
So far, these digital-library systems focus on annotation-based access to documents, as well as ren-
dering textual-content accessible (e.g., by full-text search). This is well-suited for textual documents,
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(a) PANGAEA – Data Publisher
for Earth & Environmental Science
[PAN]
(b) Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Distributed Active Archive Center
(ORNL DAAC) for biogeochemical
dynamics [ORN]
(c) Dryad Digital Repository [Dry] (d) DataONE – Data Observation
Network for Earth [Dat]
Figure 2.7: Digital Data Libraries: Logos of four digital data libraries that make research data for
different scientific domains available. All images are property of their respective copyright
owners and / or registered trademark holders.
however support for non-textual documents usually relies on some metadata standard (e.g., MPEG7
for multimedia) and is often lacking appropriate content-based access (e.g., comparing similarity of
images based on color distribution). Multimedia documents (e.g., audio, image, video, 3D models) and
recently, research data gathered in natural and empirical sciences, have been recognized as important
non-textual documents with a need for library-oriented treatment. Content-based analysis and index-
ing is an important research domain within digital libraries to provide additional access paradigms to
documents besides access based on annotated meta-data [Lyn09].
As a motivating example, consider the many scientific disciplines relying on empirical data, e.g.,
earth observation, experimental physics, medical and biological science, economics and the social
sciences. In these disciplines, vast amounts of research data are produced or gathered on a daily basis.
Often being funded by the public, demand for open access to the produced data is increasing. Making
research data publicly available has several benefits. First, reproducibility and transparency of obtained
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results is a principal requirement for good scientific practice and publishing. Second, finding data
related to one’s own work is crucial for many researchers. Often though, research data is provided on
an individual basis, with researchers putting up undocumented data, in an arbitrary format on personal
web-space. Such data is usually available only for a limited time. Therefore, such practice hardly
supports the demand for reproducibility, let alone the possibility to find related data. Hence, a need for
library-oriented handling of research data exists [FMM∗06].
Repositories and data libraries collecting research data from different domains include generic data
underlying natural sciences publications [Dry], geoscientific and environmental data [PAN], psycho-
logical data [Psy], or biological information [ELI] and highly motivate research to increase data-
accessibility. DataONE with MercuryONE [CMV∗12] is a another recent example of a digital data
library for geo-spatial data.
In a recent publication, Marcial et al. conducted a survey on available research data repositories with
respect to scientific area, accessibility, size, business model, and many more aspects [MH10]. Out of
100 repositories they looked at in detail, 60 classified themselves as containing a large amount of data.
With 26, the most repositories archived data in the area of earth observation / geo-sciences. Figure 2.8
provides an overview of the scientific areas.
The aim of these data libraries is the long-term availability of data, while adhering to specific format-
ting and documentation requirements. As such, this treatment of research data allows for reproducibil-
ity by supplying data associated with scientific publications as well as finding related data by searching
for related textual publications. Well-established database techniques and thorough data curation, to
guarantee format-adherence and meaningful metadata annotations, allow digital libraries to provide
research data in such a way [GWCS09]. However, research data typically contains large quantities of
non-textual, digital data content for which no native system support beyond annotation-based access
is provided. As mentioned above, in the multimedia retrieval context, to date several systems exists
that support content-based search relying on automatically extracted descriptors. However, devising
meaningful retrieval methods for research data is a difficult problem.
Recent examples of research for meta-data based retrieval in data libraries include automatic tag rec-
ommendations [TPG13] to improve retrieval performance. The idea is to learn tags from a completely
annotated training data-set and then propagate these terms to non-annotated (or partially annotated)
documents based on the similarities between their textual content. As such, these approaches do not
consider the data content itself.
Examples of recent digital library systems that provide different means of content-based access include
systems for 3D models and classical music [BBC∗10], images [RBPK12], time-series data [BBF∗10],
climate data [SBS11] and chemical data [KTB12]. On top of access via annotated meta-data, these
digital library systems extract domain-specific descriptors from the underlying data as a basis to im-
plement distance functions in support of search and access functionality. Such access includes query-
by-example, e.g., supplying an example image and retrieving similar images [RBPK12, DJLW08];
query-by-sketch, e.g., drawing a shape and retrieving similar 3D models; or content-based layouts,
e.g., clustering time-series by data similarity and presenting the user with an overview [BRS∗12a].
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Figure 2.8: Number of research data repositories by their respective scientific domain (surveyed in
2010) [MH10].
2.9.1 Earth Observation Repositories
Though multivariate research data is obtained and archived in many disciplines, a major area of research
where the long-term availability and accessibility to such data is of paramount importance is earth
observation. Figure 2.8 shows an overview of a sample of categorized research data repositories. Most
repositories exist for the geo-sciences and make up for 26% of data repositories. Therefor I chose to
apply and evaluate my information retrieval approach in this domain. Accordingly, I want to provide a
concise overview of the wide range of topics covered in earth observation and outline the state-of-the-
art concerning the supply of information there.
According to recent reports of GEO2 [GEOa], investments by governments and organizations in envi-
ronmental monitoring and forecasting systems have reached a critical mass. This results in large, still
expanding, global arrays of measurement and observation systems [SoEO10]. Common instruments
2Group on Earth Observations
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used by these systems include meteorological stations and balloons, seismic and global positioning
system stations, ocean buoys, remote-sensing satellites and computerized forecasting models and early
warning systems. Individually, each instrument provides a specific point-of-view on some aspects of
the earth system, whether it monitors the earth from space, the atmosphere, the oceans or the land.
However when combined, these systems have the capability to offer a comprehensive picture of the
entire planet.
Many of these observation devices are arranged in regional and national arrays, though more and
more are connected to global earth observation networks through international partnerships. A major
goal of GEO is to further increase data sharing, long-term availability, re-use and interoperability by
building a Global Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) [GEOb] to link all the existing earth
observation networks.
These advances and aspirations in the area of earth observation show the vast amount of data that is al-
ready available, and will be available for researchers and decision makers in the future. Kumar provides
several data mining techniques to analyze large collection of earth observation data for knowledge dis-
covery [Kum10]. Efficient information retrieval systems are needed to provide access to these huge data
repositories, such that information seekers are able to find what they are looking for. Recent advances
that are applicable here include automatic tagging of meta-data using topic modeling [TPG13,TPN∗12],
to enhance meta-data based access.
2.10 Summary
Summarizing this chapter, I provided an overview of related, previous work. In particular, I described
the state-of-the-art in textual retrieval, multimedia retrieval (with a focus on content-based image re-
trieval) and time-series retrieval, as several approaches in these retrieval domains motivated my ap-
proach for retrieval of multivariate data, which I will describe in the following chapter.
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Retrieval
In this chapter I am going to describe my approach for retrieving multivariate research data documents.
Currently, repositories providing multivariate research data offer annotation-based access to retrieve
documents. This means an information seeker can search over a set of meta-data annotations, such as
author, title, year or location (among potentially many more), to retrieve documents of interest. My
approach extends upon this by enabling content-based access, which allows an information seeker to
search for particular patterns occurring in the data. As multivariate data is often analyzed by visualizing
it as a scatter-plot-matrix, my motivation is to define a ranking and retrieval algorithms that are based
on features that work in a similar vein.
3.1 Multivariate Data
A multivariate research data document consists of tabular data with n columns and m rows (observa-
tions) along with annotated meta-data for each column (for example parameter name and base unit,
e.g. water depth [m]). Though not required for this approach, such data is usually annotated with
further, descriptive meta-data like author, tile, year of publication and the geo-location in the case of
geo-spatial data. A real-world example of such a multivariate research data document from the area of
climate research is appended to this thesis in Appendix B.
Given a collection (or repository) of such multivariate research data documents, a major challenge
is retrieving those documents that are of interest to an information seeker. In repositories that are in
productive use today, this retrieval challenge is mostly met with textual search tools for the annotated
meta-data. As noted in the introduction, several information needs cannot be (suitably) met with these
kinds of retrieval tools. Content-based methods that render the actual patterns of the underlying data
accessible are thus required.
My approach extends upon annotation-based access by providing additional content-based access.
Motivated by the widely-used scatter-plot-matrix by human analysts, I extract all bivariate patterns
from each multivariate document and index each document with the set of its patterns using a bag-of-
words approach. This process is explained in detail in the subsequent sections. An evaluation of the
resulting retrieval performance can be found in Chapter 4 Evaluation of Retrieval Performance .
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3.2 Indexing Scheme
My goal is to build a content-based index for multivariate data on top of an annotation-based (textual)
index. This content-based index should allow an information seeker to search for actual data patterns
to retrieve data-sets of interest.
An established and well studied approach for an information seeker to visually analyze multivariate
data is to inspect the scatter-plot matrix [CM84]. The scatter-plot matrix is an information visualiza-
tion technique that is rendered by plotting the data-points of each column versus one another. Thus
the scatter-plot matrix contains n(n− 1) scatter-plots of bivariate data, that as a whole, describe the
multivariate data. I use this standard visualization approach as the basic idea behind my indexing ap-
proach for multivariate data. As this visualization technique is suitable to allow the human observer to
compare different sets of multivariate data, information extracted in a similar vein should be suitable
for retrieval.
The goal is to extract a set of mathematical descriptors from multivariate data that model each of the
n(n−1) bivariate data patterns visualized in the scatter-plot matrix. That way, we obtain a set of local
features for each document. We then quantize each feature vector, by assigning the id of the closest
cluster centroid (obtained, e.g., via k-means clustering) to each feature vector. Thus we can represent
a multivariate data document by the set of content-based tokens obtained from this quantization. Such
a representation is similar the way textual documents are modeled for indexing (namely by their term
vectors) and allows us to leverage efficient indexing methods known from textual retrieval such as
inverted lists. A concise visualization of these steps is shown in Figure 3.1; each step is explained in
detail in Section 3.4.
To index the bag-of-words representation of each document we build an inverted list for each distinct
term. This means, that I compute and store a hashed look-up from each term to each document that
contains this term along with an associated weight. This allows for ranked retrieval by intersecting the
inverted lists of each search term, aggregating the term weights and sorting them in descending order.
This approach scales very well. The required main memory for this indexing structures increases
linearly with the number of indexed documents. Retrieval time is constant with respect to the index
look-up and is dominated by the time required to read the document data from the hard disks.
Furthermore, I want to build an index that allows the retrieval of multivariate data documents that are
similar to a given example object. Within the database, this can be used to explore the data-sets using
nearest-neighbor retrieval or clustering. For querying, this allows an information seeker to provide an
example data-set to retrieve the most similar ones. To this end, I develop a topic modeling approach
that extracts a feature vector from each document’s bag-of-words representation containing its topic
activations. Using approximate indexing of high-dimensional feature spaces, one can efficiently index
the resulting feature vectors for fast nearest-neighbor retrieval.
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Figure 3.1: Indexing scheme for multivariate research data repositories. From each multivariate data
document, extract all bivariate features, quantize and weight those features to obtain a bag-
of-words representation and finally index this representation using inverted lists.
3.3 Bivariate Feature Extraction
The first goal for my proposed approach for multivariate research data retrieval is to extract bivariate
features from the multivariate data-sets we want to index. Feature extraction is the process of computing
a descriptor, that mathematically represents one or several properties of an object under consideration.
Such a descriptor allows to assess pairwise similarity between objects, by computing a distance measure
between their respective descriptors. A prominent type of descriptors are feature vectors. As the name
implies, the idea is to capture descriptive and discriminative object features as a vector of numerical
values.
For the purpose of this section, we will look at bivariate feature extraction as a sub-problem of multi-
variate feature extraction. It is reasonable to expect that, if we extract features from bivariate data that
describe that data well, a set of such features will describe multivariate data well.
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I propose nine techniques which I developed for and/or adapted to feature extraction of bivariate
data, and I will benchmark these techniques with respect to their bivariate data retrieval performance
[SvLS12]. The nine techniques are based on time-series analysis, regression and image processing,
respectively and are detailed below.
3.3.1 Techniques
In this subsection I provide a technical overview of nine techniques to extract feature vectors from
bivariate, numerical data. The first technique (3.3.1.1) can be considered as a straw-man or baseline
technique, that resamples data to allow for measuring Euclidean distance between data objects. The
second technique (3.3.1.2) is another baseline technique that is based on correlation coefficients. The
next two techniques (see 3.3.1.3 and 3.3.1.4) are based on parametric and non-parametric regression
respectively, and I propose two straight-forward algorithms to extract features from the resulting regres-
sion coefficients. Three of the techniques (see 3.3.1.5, 3.3.1.6 and 3.3.1.7) are well established methods
to describe univariate, sequential data (i.e. time-series) and are thus readily applied to bivariate data
by sorting the data-points along one dimension. Finally, I adapt a kernel-density-based technique (see
3.3.1.8), as well as a shape based technique from image processing (see 3.3.1.9) to bivariate feature
extraction.
Raw, bivariate data is usually neither directly applicable for meaningful similarity assessment nor
feature extraction because of different dimensionality, missing values, outliers, etc. Although amending
(most of) these aspects is necessary, it arguably introduces bias to the data. I try to make this bias
transparent for our evaluation, by considering a minimal pre-processing scheme. I remove rows with
missing values and normalize the data to zero-mean and a standard deviation of one (z-normalization).
3.3.1.1 Resampling
As a baseline for retrieval, finding nearest neighbors for a query can be conducted by computing a
distance directly on the complete input data. Any meaningful feature extraction should perform at least
as well as such a strawman technique. For retrieval in bivariate data though, computing a distance
between data objects is not straight-forward due to different dimensionality of the data. Instead, I
consider interpolating and resampling every data object to achieve matching dimensionality. To this
end a smoothing spline [Cle85] is fitted to the data and I uniformly resample 100 data points from
that fit. I compute the distance between these 100 data points as a baseline for similarity measurement
between two data objects. I denote this technique as SM for strawman.
3.3.1.2 Correlation Features
Correlation coefficients are a statistical measure to indicate how strong a linear relationship exists
between two variables. For bivariate data, it can be assumed that two data objects measuring the
relationship between the same two variables should have similar correlation coefficients. Hence, I
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consider correlation coefficients as a second baseline technique for similarity measurement between
two data objects.
To extract a feature vector for retrieval, I compute Pearson’s sample correlation coefficient r, Kendall’s
tau rank correlation coefficient τ and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ for each bivariate data
object. Denoted as~vcorr, this feature vector is accordingly computed as
r =
∑ni=1(Xi− X¯)(Yi− Y¯ )√
∑ni=1(Xi− X¯)2
√
∑ni=1(Yi− Y¯ )2
(3.1)
τ =
nc−nd
1
2 n(n−1)
(3.2)
ρ = ∑i
(xi− x¯)(yi− y¯)√
∑i(xi− x¯)2∑i(yi− y¯)2
(3.3)
~vcorr = (r,τ,ρ)T (3.4)
3.3.1.3 Regressional Features
I developed a feature extraction method called ’regressional features’ which is based on nonlinear,
parametric regression.
The algorithm to compute these features is outlined in Figure 3.2. The basic idea is to generalize
the notion of correlation, by fitting the data to a number of representative functional models using
nonlinear parametric regression. Computing the relative goodness-of-fit (GOF) to each of these models
and storing these parameters in a vector, yields a descriptor of the functional form of the data. I therefore
denote this descriptor as regressional feature vector~vrf, abbreviated as RF. The functional models I use
are included in the figure and their respective functional form is visualized as a colored plot. I chose
these models with complementarity and completeness in mind, such that at least one of the models
should be suitable to describe any kind of functional relationship in the data, while not capturing any
functional properties the other models would be able to. Please note that this approach may also easily
be extended by further functional models as possibly required by specific application domains.
In the lower left of Figure 3.2 we see ~vrf computed for some exemplary data. It is visualized as
a colored histogram, since each entry of the vector relates to the probability of the correspondingly
colored functional model being applicable.
Algorithmically, Matlab’s nlinfit is used for nonlinear regression, which employs a Levenberg-
Marquardt minimization. This iterative algorithm is quite expensive in terms of time required until
convergence and only a local optimal fit can be guaranteed.
The resulting feature vector however is of low dimensionality (42× 1, the number of models plus
number of coefficients in each model) and allows for fast distance computation between data-sets.
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Figure 3.2: Algorithm to compute regressional features of bivariate data. Relative goodness-of-fit
parameters and the actual coefficients obtained by nonlinear regression to each specified
model form the extracted feature vector [SBS11].
3.3.1.4 Smoothing Splines
In contrast to parametric regression used for the previous feature extractor, smoothing splines is a non-
parametric technique concerned with estimating the functional relationship underlying bivariate data
directly. Instead of using parametric models to constrain this relationship to a specific one, smoothing
splines employ a regularizer to enforce smoothness of the resulting spline function. I use the implemen-
tation in Matlab’s Curve Fitting Toolbox, which is based on the original proposal by Reinsch [Rei67].
For further details on smoothing splines, please refer to Silverman [Sil85] and to the book Functional
Data Analysis by Ramsay and Silverman [RS05].
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Figure 3.3: Feature extraction from bivariate data using smoothing spline coefficients. Original data (a)
is preprocessed by smoothing and uniformly resampling n points. Then a another smooth-
ing spline is fitted to these points (b). The feature vector (c) is composed of four (normal-
ized) coefficients for each spline control point.
The algorithm to extract a feature representation from bivariate data using smoothing splines works
as illustrated in Figure 3.3. First, one fits a smoothing spline to the original (preprocessed) data-points.
A smoothing spline has a smoothing parameter ρ, which determines the smoothness of the spline by
allowing the default cubic spline to deviate from the data-points in order to achieve smoothness. So
in the extreme case of ρ = 1, the smoothing spline defaults to the cubic spline interpolant and goes
through every data-point. In the other extreme of ρ = 0, the smoothing spline degenerates to linear
regression and produces a least-squares fit of a straight line to the data-points.
After fitting the smoothing spline, one can uniformly resample n new data-points on that spline. By
fitting another spline (without any further smoothing, i.e. ρ = 1) to these n resampled points, one
obtains 4 ·(n−1) coefficients of this spline in pp-form that are then used as a descriptor for the bivariate
data pattern. For each point on the spline, I normalize the four coefficients to sum up to one. Then all
normalized coefficients are concatenated into a single vector, which is then normalized, such that it
sums up to one.
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Figure 3.4: Feature extractors for sequential data, applied to bivariate data. Original data (a) is sorted
along one dimension (b). By extracting Fourier features (d), the sequential data is inter-
preted as a periodic signal (c). Also shown in (c) are the signal reconstructions using
n = {5,20,100} Fourier coefficients. The reconstructions for the PAA descriptor (f) are
shown in (e) for a different number of aggregation blocks. The SAX descriptor (h) is also
reconstructed for different aggregation sizes in both dimensions (g).
3.3.1.5 Discrete Fourier Transform
Any signal can be transformed into an equivalent representation consisting of the weighted sums of sine
and cosine waves. Transforming a signal from time to frequency domain is called Fourier Transform,
and can also be applied to discrete sequences using the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT):
Xk =
N−1
∑
n=0
xne−
2pii
N kn, k = 0, . . . ,N−1 (3.5)
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An efficient implementation called Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) transforms a signal with N points in
only O(N · log(N)) operations. As most of the energy of a signal is in the lower frequencies, a compact
signal representation can be obtained by selecting only the first k = 0, . . . ,M Fourier coefficients as a
descriptor for the signal. Since computation is fast and this truncated Fourier representation is compact,
it is particularly suited for very large datasets as shown before [AFS93].
To describe bivariate data (which, in contrast to time-series is not sequential) with the DFT feature
extraction, a straight forward way is to sort the bivariate data along either dimension, which yields
sequential data. This data is interpreted by the discrete Fourier transform as a periodic signal. For
transformation, the FFT algorithm is used and the first M Fourier coefficients form the feature vector
extracted from the bivariate data. Figure 3.4c illustrates this.
3.3.1.6 Piecewise Aggregate Approximation
A simple, yet very powerful technique to describe sequential data is the so-called Piecewise Aggregate
Approximation (PAA) [YF00, KCPM01]. The basic idea is to split a sequence of length n into m
segments and compute the mean value of all data-points in each segment. Such a block-wise average
can be computed extremely fast. Only n (sequence length) additions and m (number of segments)
divisions are required.
Applicability of this feature extraction algorithm to bivariate data is straight-forward. One can de-
fine blocks by sorting bivariate data along one dimension and aggregating all points in these blocks
accordingly. In Figure 3.4e we see an example of this approximation.
3.3.1.7 Symbolic Aggregate approXimation
In 2005, Keogh et al. proposed a descriptor for time-series based on symbolic representation [KLF05].
This Symbolic Aggregate approXimation (SAX) quantifies the time domain and the value domain of
time-series data into discrete representations. This is very robust against small changes in the data and
complexity of the descriptor can be chosen by specifying the number of symbols to use for the value
domain quantization and number of bins to use for the time domain quantization.
Keogh et al. also showed a very advantageous property of SAX. The distance of this descriptor for
two time-series is a lower bound for the Euclidean distance of these two time-series.
Computing such a symbolic representation for bivariate data works analogous to the two previously
described techniques. By sorting the data along one dimension we can quantify both axis and compute
the descriptor. Figure 3.4g and 3.4h illustrate this.
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Figure 3.5: Original data (a) is used as input to estimate a 2d kernel density map (b) with resolution
n×n. Encoded as a n2×1 column vector, this serves as the kernel density descriptor KDE
(d). After detecting the edges on the kernel density map in (c), we compute the edge-
orientation histogram descriptor EHD in (e).
3.3.1.8 Kernel Density Estimate
Estimating the probability density function underlying a set of sampled data is a well studied field,
and finds application in many areas. Kernel density estimation constrains the kernel function of the
probability density to a specific form, often a Gaussian kernel is assumed.
Recently in [BGK10], Botev et al. propose a method for estimating the kernel density of two-
dimensional data using a Gaussian kernel. Their contribution is the optimal choice of the two band-
width parameters for this Gaussian kernel, without assuming a parametric model for the sample data.
For further details please refer to their paper.
I use the Matlab implementation kde2d provided by Botev et al. for their kernel density estimation
method. As additional output, this function returns a discrete, two-dimensional probability density map
(in the specified resolution N×N) based on the estimation. This probability density map (encoded as
a N2×1 column vector) serves as our density feature vector for bivariate data. The left part of Figure
3.5b shows an example.
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3.3.1.9 Edge Histogram Descriptor
One prominent approach in image processing to describe the shapes seen in an image, is to look at the
distribution of the orientation of edges in that image. A brief overview of such algorithms, applied to
sketch-based image retrieval, is given by Eitz et al. [EHBA10]
I chose to use one of these algorithms, the Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) [PJW00], which is
included in the MPEG-7 standard. The basic idea is to partition an image into four equally sized,
rectangular regions and compute the distribution of edge-orientation in each rectangle as a histogram
with 20 bins.
To extract features from bivariate data, I first use the aforementioned kernel density estimator to pro-
duce a 128×128 probability density map of the data. I simply regard this density map as a gray-scale
image, and convert it to a binary edge map using the Canny-edge detector algorithm. This binary
edge map serves as input for the EHD algorithm, and thus we obtain an 80-dimensional descriptor that
captures the shape of the bivariate data distribution. Figure 3.5c illustrates an example.
3.3.2 Summary
So far, I presented nine techniques to extract a feature vector from bivariate data. These approaches span
a wide range of processing schemes, from regression, to aggregation and density estimation combined
with edge description. As multivariate data with n columns contains n(n− 1) bivariate patterns, all
of the proposed feature extraction techniques can be used to retrieve multivariate data documents that
contain a particular bivariate pattern.
Before evaluating which of these techniques provides the best retrieval performance (see Section 4.2),
I will look into building an efficient index of bivariate patterns for multivariate data and extracting a
feature vector that describes multivariate data documents as a whole.
3.4 Multivariate Feature Extraction
Multivariate research data documents consist of tabular data with n columns (measurement variables
/ parameters) and m rows (observations) along with annotated meta-data for each column (usually
parameter name and base unit, e.g. water depth [m]).
Recall that there are two goals for the proposed content-based access to multivariate data. The first goal
is to build a content-based index, such that one can retrieve multivariate data by the bivariate patterns
it contains. The second goal is to compute a similarity score between two multivariate documents such
that one can do nearest neighbor retrieval.
My approach to achieve the first goal, is to obtain a set of local, bivariate features for each document
and index those features using a bag-of-words representation. Therefore, one quantizes each feature
vector by assigning the id of the closest cluster centroid (obtained, e.g., via k-means clustering) to each
feature vector. This is similar to the way textual documents are represented for indexing (namely by
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their term vectors) and allows us to leverage efficient indexing methods known from textual retrieval
such as inverted lists.
Furthermore, to achieve the second goal of retrieving multivariate data documents that are similar
to a given example object, I develop a topic modeling approach. The idea is to analyze which terms
from each document’s bag-of-words representation co-occur in different documents in a given corpus.
This allows us to generate a probabilistic model of topics, from which the documents might have been
created. Inferring the topic activations of each document yields a compact feature representation of all
the bivariate patterns this document contains. Using approximate indexing of high-dimensional feature
spaces, one can efficiently index the resulting feature vectors for fast nearest-neighbor retrieval.
With this motivation and overview in mind, I will now explain how to obtain the bag-of-words repre-
sentation and how to compute a topic model based thereupon.
3.4.1 Bag-of-Words Representation
As the first step of my approach I want to represent each multivariate document with a bag-of-words
descriptor. This approach originates from text processing, where a given textual document can be
represented with the histogram (thus, word-counts) of all the words it contains. I apply this approach
to multivariate data using the following steps.
Step 1: Feature Extraction To extract a set of feature vectors from a document containing multivari-
ate data, I propose to compute all bivariate variable combinations, and compute a feature vector from
each of these two-dimensional point-clouds (scatter-plots). These feature vectors are local in the sense
that each represents a local pattern (bivariate) in the whole (multivariate) document.
Based on my previous results on feature extraction and benchmarking for bivariate data [SvLS12] (see
previous section 3.3 Bivariate Feature Extraction ), I will use the algorithm that yielded the best overall
results in the benchmark. Please refer to Chapter 4 for the evaluation results.
The best performing bivariate feature extraction algorithm is based on the MPEG-7 descriptor "edge
histogram detector" (EHD) widely used in image and shape retrieval. The basic idea of EDH is to first
estimate the density of the bivariate data using a Gaussian kernel [BGK10]. This density estimate is
then rendered as an actual scatter-plot of the bivariate data. During this process the scatter-plots is min-
/max-normalized, resulting in translation and linear-trend invariance. Then the full canny edge filter
pipeline is applied to this rendered image. The edge image is then partitioned into uniform regions and
the orientation of the edges in each region are extracted as a histogram. Figure 3.6 shows an illustration
of this extraction process.
The result of this feature extraction step is a set of 80-dimensional feature vectors for each multivariate
document. The number of feature vectors equals n · (n− 1), the number of possible scatter-plots for
multivariate data with n dimensions.
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Figure 3.6: Bivariate feature extraction: Given bivariate input data (a), estimate the Gaussian kernel
density (b), apply a Canny edge detector (c) and compute the edge histogram descriptor
(d). This algorithm has shown to yield state of the art performance in my previous work for
bivariate data retrieval [SvLS12].
Step 2: Quantization The result of the feature extraction step is a set of feature vectors for each
document. Since we need to obtain a set of tokens for each document, I train a quantization model
that is suitable to project each input feature vector to a categorical integer value. There is a wealth
of clustering algorithms suitable for this task [XW∗05]. I chose k-means clustering as this has shown
good performance for image-retrieval tasks at reasonable performance costs. I compute a k-means
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X
Figure 3.7: Quantization of the feature space using k-means. A feature vector~x is assigned to its three
nearest neighbor centroids of the k-means clustering. The distance to each centroid is used
as a weight for ranking.
clustering using all available feature vectors ~vi. The number of clusters k was set set to 1000 based
on manual optimization by looking at intra-cluster and inter-cluster divergence. Depending on the
domain and retrieval application at hand, k needs to be tuned accordingly (lower for more robustness
and invariance, higher for better pattern discrimination).
One can then compute the nearest of the k centroids to a given feature vector and assign the ID of this
centroid as the token for this feature vector. For a more robust and fuzzy bag-of-words, I assign each
feature vector to its three nearest neighbor centroids, but omit this detail in the remaining description
of the algorithm. See Figure 3.7 for an illustration of this quantization process.
Step 3: Tokenization Since we are not only interested in bivariate data patterns (which are encoded in
the quantized feature vectors), but also in the variable combination that exhibits this pattern, I combine
the feature tokens with the annotated column meta-data. For example, if the feature vector of the
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Figure 3.8: Feature Token: After extracting a feature vector from the data points and assigning them to
the closest k-means centroid (c2), we obtain the following feature tokens: c2, PPPP_[hPa],
O3_[mPa], PPPP_[mPa]_vs_O3_[mPa] and PPPP_[mPa]_vs_O3_[mPa]_c2. The feature
tokens can be efficiently indexed using inverted lists much like a regular search index for
textual documents.
scatter-plot of column a versus column b was quantized to cluster id c, we would obtain the terms a, b,
c, a_b, a_b_c. See Figure 3.8 for an actual example obtained in our test setup.
Step 4: Term Weighting After obtaining a set of terms for each document, we have to choose a
weighting scheme for these terms to account for their respective relevance to the containing document
for the topic modeling process. A straight forward scheme to measure the relevance of a term to a given
document is term frequency – the number of occurrences of a term in a document. I use this approach
for the terms obtained from annotated information (a,b and a_b above). For terms that include the
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Figure 3.9: Latent Dirichlet Allocation in plate notation. Using my bag-of-words representation, we
can observe each token wi j. Each of these tokens describe a bivariate pattern occurring in
the underlying multivariate data. The latent topic assignment zi j of token j in document
i and the latent topic distribution θi of document i are chosen such as to best explain the
observed tokens. Original image by Bkkbrad, released under cc-by-sa 3.0 [Cre].
feature pattern, I propose to use the distance to the closest cluster centroid in feature space as the
relevance of those terms respectively (c and a_b_c above).
3.4.2 Topic Modeling
The goal of topic modeling is to extract a number of latent topics for a collection of documents and
represent each document as a mixture of those topics. Topics are modeled in such a way to best
account for the token-document distribution observed in the document collection. This representation
effectively describes the data patterns occurring in a given document and is thus very suitable for
similarity measurement and subsequently for nearest-neighbor retrieval.
Topic modeling is a generative learning process that models documents as a mixture of a small number
of topics. Latent-Dirichlet-Allocation (LDA) is a popular topic model proposed by Blei et al. in
2003 [BNJ03], which is also used in this work. Please refer to section 2.3 Topic Modeling for more
related work. In the scope of this work, I transferred the basic idea of topic modeling for the first time
to the domain of multivariate research data [SvLS13a].
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Figure 3.10: Approach for topic modeling of multivariate research data documents. Our goal is to
compute a similarity measure between two multivariate documents A and B using the
following steps. (a) Extract n(n−1) local, bivariate feature vectors, where n is the number
of columns in each document. (b) Quantize these feature vectors by assigning the closest
nearest neighbors of a k-means clustering and thus obtain a bag-of-words representation.
(c) Learn k latent topics from the observed document-token distribution using LDA and
thus (d) represent each document as a mixture of those topics in vector form. (e) Assess
similarity via a suitable distance measure; use cosine similarity.
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I use the bag-of-words representation for the multivariate data documents under concern to compute
a topic model. Using my own implementation of the Latent-Dirichlet-Analysis, and the (normalized
and rescaled) word histograms from our bag-of-words representation as input, I compute a topic model
consisting of k∗ topics1. The generative process is shown in Figure 3.9 in plate notation. In plate nota-
tion, iterative processes are illustrated with a surrounding box (or plate) with the number of iterations
shown in the lower right. We can observe the tokens each document consists of using the histogram of
the bag-of-words representation. Iteratively, the latent assignment of each token to one of the k∗ topics
and the topic distribution of each document are optimized, to best explain the observed tokens.
Concerning parametrization of the topic modeling, I optimized the number of topics k∗, by manually
inspecting the resulting topics of the trained topic model. I paid particular attention to different sets
of patterns often co-occurring in a number of documents to be the most important tokens for differ-
ent topics. Finally I set k∗ = 100. Setting k∗ too high, leads to over-fitting in the learning step and
causes the topic mixtures to differ significantly for every document. Choosing k∗ too low leads to
non-discriminative topic mixtures.
Upon completion of this step, each multivariate data document can now be represented with a k∗-
dimensional feature vector containing the topic activations for the document.
3.4.3 Similarity Function
After applying the feature extraction as described in the previous sections, we obtain a mixture of topic
activations as the representation of each document. This is essentially a probability density function
(or, a histogram, normalized, such that its entries sum up to one). To compute similarity between two
documents using their respective topic activations, I propose to use the cosine similarity, though other
metrics can be used as well.
Given two multivariate documents A and B in their respective topic model representations~x and~y, we
can then compute their similarity via
s(~x,~y) =
~x ·~y
‖~x‖‖~y‖
=
k∗
∑
i=1
xiyi√
k∗
∑
i=1
(xi)2 ·
√
k∗
∑
i=1
(xi)2
,
1conventionally the number of topics is denoted with k. I use k∗ instead, as k is already used to denote the number of clusters
of the k-means algorithm in the previous step
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where k∗ is the number of topics modeled in the step before. As previously mentioned in Section
2.1 Distance Functions , the cosine similarity has the advantage of producing an output in the [0,1]
interval for non-negative vectors (which the topic activation vectors~x and~y are).
3.5 Retrieval Scheme
In the previous sections of this chapter I proposed the feature extraction process for retrieval in mul-
tivariate research data. The idea was to extract a set of feature vectors from all bivariate patterns
occurring in multivariate data and convert these feature vectors to a bag-of-words representation for
further indexing and topic modeling (see Figure 3.10 for an illustration).
This information retrieval approach for multivariate research data enables three kinds of querying
tasks, that are explained subsequently:
• Ranked retrieval for one or more bivariate data patterns occurring in multivariate data-sets
• Aggregation and ranking of bivariate data patterns for retrieval suggestions and refinements
• Nearest-Neighbor retrieval for multivariate data-sets using query-by-example based on approxi-
mate feature space indexing
3.5.1 Ranked Retrieval Based on BM25
For ranked retrieval using one or more bivariate data patterns, I propose to use a popular ranking
function from text retrieval called ’Okapi BM25’ [MRS08] to compute the relevance of a multivariate
data-set to the query terms (see Section 2.5 Textual Document Retrieval for related work).
The following ranking function is based on the BM25 definition by Manning [MRS08], and was
adapted to the bag-of-words approach proposed in this thesis.
Let Q denote a query consisting of query-terms q1, . . . ,qm. Let Di be the ith out of n documents,
for which we want to compute its relevance to the query. Each query term, as well as each term of
the document belongs to the feature vocabulary built using the bag-of-words approach. Each term
describes a bivariate data pattern and can either be a unigram specifying one axis label or a pattern id, a
bigram specifying one axis label and a pattern id or a complete trigram specifying both axis labels and
their pattern id. Please refer to Figure 3.8 for an illustrated example. With these definitions at hand, the
relevance of multivariate data document Di to a query Q can be computed as:
simbm25(Di,Q) =
m
∑
j=1
IDF(q j) · TF(q j,Di) · (α+1)
TF(q j,Di)+α · (1−β+β · |Di|1
n
n
∑
k=1
|Dk|
)
. (3.6)
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Here TF(q j,Di) denotes the term frequency of token q j in document Di. The term frequency is 1, if
q j occurs in document Di and the term describes axis labels (not a data pattern). One computes the
term frequency as the inverse distance of the term to its nearest cluster centroid, if the term contains a
data pattern id that occurs in document Di. The term frequency is 0 if the term does not occur at all in
document Di. |Di| is the length (number of tokens) of document Di. α and β are weight parameters to
adjust the influence of the term frequency and the inverse document frequency respectively.
IDF(q j) is the inverse document frequency of token q j given by
IDF(q j) = log
n−n(q j)+0.5
n(q j)+0.5
. (3.7)
This gives a ranking function, that allows one to compute the relevance of every document in a collec-
tion to a given query and rank the documents accordingly.
3.5.2 Ranked Aggregation
Given an initial query, an important task is to compute the most important and most discriminative of
terms in the result-set. These terms can be used to provide an information seeker with an overview of
the result-set and they can serve as search suggestions and auto-completions (see Section 5.3).
To compute the most important terms, one aggregates and ranks all terms of a result-set according
to their respective relevance to the query. Let Q be this initial query and R be the result-set of this
query consisting of documents D1, . . . ,Dk. The following processing steps outline the algorithm used
to aggregate and rank all terms in R.
• select k most relevant documents to query Q as result set R using BM25 retrieval
• group terms of all documents in R and sum up their respective relevance scores
• filter terms according to a partial search term (e.g., a partial axis label) the user supplied
• return the h terms with the highest score as the most important terms in the result set
This yields a set of h terms from the result-set R that can be used to further refine the search. In Section
5.3, I will show how to use these terms to visualize search suggestions for the information seeker.
3.5.3 Nearest-Neighbor Retrieval Based on FLANN
To allow for nearest-neighbor retrieval and indexing of multivariate research data, the approach I pro-
posed in Subsection 3.4.2 consisted of extracting a feature vector from the bag-of-words representation
of a multivariate document based on topic modeling.
Given such a high-dimensional feature vector (100 dimensions in this case) to represent each docu-
ment, an efficient indexing method is required to allow for fast nearest-neighbor querying in a collection
of such documents. Several techniques like space partitioning, clustering and dimension reduction can
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be applied to greatly reduce the time needed to compute the k nearest neighbors in feature space. For
this purpose I use the FLANN2 library [FLA] by Muja and Lowe [ML09]. This is a C++ library for
performing fast approximate nearest neighbor queries in high-dimensional feature spaces. FLANN
contains a collection of several indexing and retrieval algorithms that the authors found to be best per-
forming for different kinds of data-sets. To decide which algorithm to use, FLANN also contains a
system that analyzes the data to be indexed and then automatically decides which algorithm and which
parametrization to use. One can influence this decision by giving the FLANN system a desired run-time
and/or precision goal.
Since the nearest-neighbor index implemented in the scope of this thesis will be used for visual-
interactive retrieval, fast retrieval times are required. Precision is of secondary importance, as the topic
modeling approach is very robust to changes in the data it models. Given these goals, the FLANN index
that was built for this purpose uses a priority search on hierarchical k-means trees. This results in a
speedup over exhaustive linear search of about 100, while retaining a precision of about 70% compared
to an exhaustive linear search.
3.6 Summary
Summarizing this chapter, I presented a novel approach for extracting features in multivariate data
to enable content-based retrieval. This approach was motivated by computing features that work in
a similar vein as the visual-analysis of multivariate data using the scatter-plot-matrix. To that end, a
set of features was extracted from all bivariate patterns occurring in multivariate data. For retrieval
purposes, these feature vectors were quantized to a bag-of-words representation that allows fast and
efficient retrieval of multivariate data by querying for a set of bivariate patterns. A feature vector based
on topic modeling of this bag-of-words representation was proposed to compute the similarity between
entire multivariate data documents, e.g. for query-by-example and nearest-neighbor indexing purposes.
2Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors
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4 Evaluation of Retrieval Performance
In this chapter I will present an evaluation of the different techniques and approaches presented so far
for bivariate and multivariate data retrieval.
So far, apart from my research, no benchmarks to support a quantitative comparison of different re-
trieval techniques for bivariate and multivariate have been proposed. I attribute the absence of re-
spective data retrieval benchmarks to the difficulty of defining similarity for bivariate or multivariate
data. For data like text, images, audio, 3D models or video, the notion of similarity usually follows a
straight-forward concept. For example, similar text documents can be about the same topic or similar
images show similar scenery or objects. As such, annotations that describe these notions of similarity
are relatively easy to create (no experts are needed) and are readily available on community sites, such
as Flickr for image collections. For retrieval in bivariate or multivariate research data, such similarity
concepts are not considered so far to judge relevance of retrieved data objects to a query. A meaningful
quantitative evaluation for retrieval in research data collections however, requires meaningful annota-
tions assigned by humans to the data objects, to allow construction of similarity classes or relevance
judgments.
Similar to benchmarking in multimedia retrieval, my goal is to assign data objects to similarity classes,
based on meta-data annotations by experts. So far, such annotations were expensive to obtain, as experts
are needed to manually annotate each data object. This prevented construction of a benchmark large
enough. Due to recent efforts in the digital library community however, repositories offering expert-
annotated research data became available. To construct such a benchmark, I use measurement data in
the area of earth observation. Such data is available on a large scale in different repositories [PAN,Dat]
and is annotated by experts. The annotations of the measurement data are done by the scientists who
conducted the experiment according to pre-defined meta-data standards. The annotations describe the
type of measurements and the experimental conditions under which they were obtained. I describe how
to use this new data source to define similarity classes and subsequently construct a benchmark. As the
automatically constructed benchmark data-set still suffers from a high intra-class divergence, meaning
that objects within one class are often quite dissimilar, I propose to manually filter out the non-feasible
classes from the benchmark data-set.
So the challenge in evaluating these techniques lies in the absence of standardized, established bench-
marks. Hence, I will propose an approach to (semi-)automatically create suitable benchmark data-sets
from publicly available data repositories in the following Section 4.1. Thereafter, these benchmark
data-sets will be used to evaluate the proposed approaches for bivariate and multivariate retrieval.
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Figure 4.1: Exemplary data objects of the two largest similarity classes. For both classes (left and right),
data points of all 58 objects are plotted into a single display in separate colors. The unique
class labels consist of measurement type, location and time.
4.1 Constructing a Benchmark
In this section, I present my approach to construct a benchmark for retrieval in bivariate and multivariate
data collections [SvLS12].
In the following subsections, I first describe the data source in detail and then cover the definition of
similarity classes for the case of bivariate data retrieval. This approach is then extended to multivariate
data in the subsequent section in a similar vein.
4.1.1 Data Source
For the construction of the benchmark data-set, I use earth observation data which is publicly avail-
able from the PANGAEA Data Library [DGR∗02, PAN]. PANGAEA archives, publishes, and distributes
geo-referenced primary research data in the domain of earth observation (water, sediment, ice, atmo-
sphere) from scientists all over the world. It is operated by the Alfred-Wegener-Institute for Polar
and Marine Research in Bremerhaven, and the Center for Marine Environmental Sciences in Bremen,
Germany. Most of the data available can be publicly accessed via http://www.pangaea.de and
can be downloaded under the Creative Commons Attribution License 3.0. Each file consists of a ta-
ble of multivariate measurements, that include radiation levels, temperature progressions and ozone
values, among many more. Each file available through PANGAEA is carefully annotated by the sci-
entist who conducted the measurements. Quality control over this annotation process is taken care of
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Sum Mean Std Median Min Max
objects: total 24,700 - - - - -
classes: total 1,608 - - - - -
objects: per class - 15.36 10.9 11 5 58
data points: per class - 657.98 1,043 319 51 9,770
data points correla-
tion: avg per class
- 0.66 0.28 0.73 0.001 1.00
(a) Automatically constructed similarity classes
Sum Mean Std Median Min Max
objects: total 1,800 - - - - -
classes: total 90 - - - - -
objects: per class - 20 - - - -
data points: per class - 4,077 1,409 3,155 2,121 6,711
data points correla-
tion: avg per class
- 0.78 0.20 0.85 0.14 1.00
(b) Manually filtered similarity classes
Table 4.1: Statistics of proposed benchmark. Data point correlation is computed as Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficient for each bivariate data object and the absolute of the correlation is averaged
over all objects of each class.
by the PANGAEA data curator. Most importantly for our purposes, these annotations include the type
of measurement (standardized names along with base units for each measurement variable in the data
table), as well as the experimental conditions (time and location) under which the measurement was
conducted.
To construct a test data-set for bivariate data retrieval, I used 490 publicly available measurement
files from PANGAEA. Each file contains multivariate measurements with 10 to 100 columns each.
By extracting every pair-wise variable combination from each of these measurement files, I obtained
24,700 bivariate data objects which are used to form the test data set of the benchmark.
For construction of the test data-set for multivariate retrieval, I obtained approximately 10,000 publicly
available measurement files from PANGAEA. From each of these multivariate data files, I extracted a
feature vector based on my approach (see Chapter 3) and also defined similarity classes to allow for
precision and recall evaluation for the multivariate retrieval case.
4.1.2 Automatic Similarity Classes
Given a collection of expert-annotated bivariate data, my goal is to algorithmically define similar-
ity classes based on these annotations. Ultimately, each bivariate data object will be assigned to a
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single similarity class. As described above, the data that I consider for benchmark construction is
geo-referenced, environmental data. To define a similarity class, I assume data measuring the same re-
lationship (e.g., Temperature [deg C] vs Pressure [dbar]) at the same time of year (e.g., December) at
a close-by location (e.g., longitude ≈ 24, latitude ≈ 12) to be similar. The annotations at hand contain
labels for the measurement columns according to a controlled vocabulary. Thus, to compute a unique
class identifier, the pair of annotated variable names is used directly. The month part of the time-stamp
is by definition standardized and is extracted as well. The geo-reference is encoded as latitude ranging
from -90°to 90°and longitude ranging from -180°to 180°. I discretize the location using a 6×12 grid
as a coarse approximation of the different climate zones. By combining these three discrete values,
we obtain a unique identifier for the sought after similarity classes. In total, 1,608 different similarity
classes resulted from this algorithmical process.
The assumption for the definition of similarity classes is based on Tobler’s first law of geography:
"‘Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things"’ [Tob70].
The decision of the discretization parameters (temporal and spatial resolution) to construct the similar-
ity classes influences similarity of data within a class and similarity of data among classes, as neigh-
boring data points may be assigned to different similarity classes if they are close to the discretization
border. I discuss these two benchmark statistics in detail in Section 4.4.
Table 4.1a gives a detailed overview of the most important benchmark statistics. Particularly inter-
esting is the high average data-point correlation per class, which indicates that objects exhibit some
(linear) relationship, which can in principle be captured by feature extraction. Figure 4.1 shows data
objects from the two largest similarity classes for illustration. We see that all objects within these two
classes are numerically similar.
However looking at other similarity classes (see Figure 4.2), it quickly becomes obvious that there is
a high divergence within several similarity classes. Thus, I propose to manually filter out those classes
next.
4.1.3 Manual Filtering of Similarity Classes
By manually inspecting several of the automatically created similarity classes for benchmarking, it
becomes clear that several are too dissimilar within a given class, and too similar across classes. There-
fore, I propose to construct a second set of similarity classes manually judging the suitability of sim-
ilarity classes. By visualizing and manually inspecting the classes generated automatically by my
approach, I selected a reduced set of benign similarity classes. In particular, I filtered out classes whose
objects did not exhibit a similar bivariate pattern. Examples of such classes are shown in Figure 4.2.
Additionally, I filtered out classes whose patterns I saw before to reduce the similarity across different
classes. Figure 4.4 shows a set of classes of which only the first one was selected. Figure 4.3 finally
shows six of the 90 classes that remained after the manual filtering. The benchmark statistic of these
filtered similarity classes are shown in Table 4.1b.
The precision and recall evaluation in Section 4.2 will show that the performances of the different
techniques correlate between the filtered and unfiltered benchmark.
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Figure 4.2: Examples of four bivariate similarity classes that were filtered out due to their high intra-
class variance.
4.1.4 Extension to Multivariate Similarity Classes
To construct a benchmark data-set for multivariate data retrieval, we again need to define similarity
classes, but this time for multivariate data objects. Analogously to my approach for automatically
defining similarity classes for bivariate retrieval, I assign multivariate data documents to similarity
classes in a similar way. Again the similarity class labels are constructed by using the annotated meta-
data as a starting point.
• We quantize latitude and longitude as before in a 6×12 grid.
• The month of the measurement is used directly.
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Figure 4.3: Examples of four bivaraite similarity classes that remained in the benchmark data-set as
their intra-class variance is low.
• We order all measurement variables alphabetically and concatenate them. Thereby we obtain the
same concatenation for multivariate documents that measure exactly the same variables, inde-
pendent of the order of these variables.
• Finally all of these three categorical labels are concatenated and represented by computing a hash
value thereof.
By applying the extraction scheme above in a fully automated way, I obtain 638 similarity classes with
a total of 9,789 multivariate data objects assigned to them. Again, I manually inspected these similarity
classes. This set of similarity classes exhibits a high intra-class variation (since measurements can vary
significantly even when taken at a similar location and at a similar point in time) and a low inter-class
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4: Example of merged Similarity Classes: In (a) and (b) we each see two similarity classes that
are very similar. To increase inter-class variance of the benchmark data-set, these similarity
classes were merged respectively.
variation (since measurements can be very similar, even when taken at a different location and at dif-
ferent point in time). To amend this problem the similarity classes are filtered and merged in a manual
inspection step again, to ensure their suitability for benchmarking. This is accomplished by visualizing
all multivariate data objects of one similarity class in a single scatter-plot-matrix using shadow plots.
If all scatter-plots correspond approximately (determined visually, see Figure 4.5) the intra-class vari-
ation is low and the documents remain in the benchmark data-set. Otherwise, the similarity class and
all associated documents are filtered out (see Figure 4.6). After obtaining 487 similarity classes in this
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Sum Mean Std Median Min Max
objects: total 5,920 - - - - -
classes: total 376 - - - - -
objects: per class - 15.7 3.8 16 10 20
Table 4.2: Statistics of the multivariate benchmark. 5,920 multivariate data objects are assigned to 376
different similarity classes.
Figure 4.5: Example of a multivariate similarity class defined via meta-data that was kept in the bench-
mark data-set.
way, a second step is performed to increase inter-class variation. To this end, documents of different
similarity classes that still measure the same variables (hence, they only differ in time and location) are
compared pair-wise, by visualizing their respective scatter-plot matrices. If they correspond approxi-
mately the similarity classes are merged into one. After I completed this step, 376 similarity classes
with a total of 5,920 multivariate data objects assigned to them were left (see Table 4.2).
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Figure 4.6: Example of a multivariate similarity class defined via meta-data that was removed from the
benchmark data-set by the manual inspection.
This data-set can then be used to asses multivariate retrieval performance my measuring precision and
recall. This is achieved by extracted feature vector representations of each multivariate data object and
comparing the retrieval results with their respective similarity classes (see Section 4.3).
4.2 Evaluation of Bivariate Retrieval
For quantitative evaluation of effectiveness, I compared retrieval performance for each of the nine
considered feature extraction algorithms (see Section 3.3.1) [SvLS12]. In particular, I use a query-by-
example, leave-one-out evaluation. This means that each object is used as a query and precision and
recall is computed for the ranking of all other objects in the data set. I compute r-precision (also known
as first-tier precision or precision at r, see Section 2.4 Information Retrieval Metrics ). To compute
the r-precision, we retrieve k− 1 objects from the data set for a given query, where k is the number
of objects in the query’s similarity class. Then the percentage of relevant objects within these k− 1
retrieved objects is the r-precision. By this definition, precision at r is equal to recall at r.
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Figure 4.7: Box-plot of average r-precision for each studied descriptor for the benchmark data set with
automatically created similarity classes. The box visualizes the 95% confidence interval
around the mean. The red, vertical bar indicates the median and the scattered plus-signs
show outliers. Note that the difference in retrieval precision between the techniques is
significant, as randomized retrieval only reaches 0.00059 r-precision.
4.2.1 Results on Automatic Similarity Classes
Table 4.3, column µ1r shows the average r-precision of the retrieval results when evaluating against the
automatically defined similarity classes. Figure 4.7 shows some more detail of the results by visualizing
the box-plot of the r-precision. We see that the average r-precision is between 1% and 7%, and that
retrieval for several classes does not work at all (r-precision of zero). The difference in r-precision
between the techniques is significant nonetheless, as an algorithm that randomly retrieves data objects
only reaches an average r-precision of 0.059%. Particularly the image-based descriptors KDE (density)
and EHD (shape) out-perform the other descriptors significantly. The only technique that performs
below the two baseline techniques (CORR and SM) is the discrete Fourier transform based descriptor
(DFT).
4.2.2 Results on Filtered Similarity Classes
When evaluating the techniques on the manually filtered benchmark set, overall performance increases,
which of course was to be expected. These results are shown in Table 4.3, column µ2r and Figure 4.8.
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Descriptor Abbr. Dim tsec µ1r (%) µ2r (%)
Regressional Features RF 43 2.43 2.5 20.8
Smoothing Splines SPLINE 996 0.115 2.08 17.8
Discrete Fourier Transform DFT 100 0.1 ·10−3 1.1 10.2
Piecewise Aggregate Approx. PAA 100 0.2 ·10−3 2.3 15.5
Symbolic Aggregate Approx. SAX 100 0.002 3.08 20.2
Kernel Density Estimate KDE 1024 0.07 5.73 35.4
Edge Histogram Descriptor EHD 80 0.26 6.56 39.5
Correlation Descriptor CORR 3 0.028 1.7 17.2
L2 of Resampled Data L2 100 0.009 1.35 9.1
Random Retrieval - - - 0.059 0.7
Table 4.3: Overview of the considered feature extraction techniques for bivariate data. Average feature
extraction time tsec (lower is better) and average r-precision results indicate performance
on the benchmark with automatically created similarity classes (µ1r ) and manually filtered
similarity classes (µ2r ). The low r-precision of randomized retrieval shows the significance
of changes in r-precision between the obtained results.
Evaluation was done in the same query-by-example, leave-one-out fashion as before. Overall, r-
precision for every evaluated technique increases.
However, even with this manually filtered benchmark set, the ranking and the relative differences
between the different retrieval techniques remain similar. Most importantly for the remainder of this
thesis, the two best performing techniques are still the image based techniques (in particular the edge
histogram descriptor) and they still out-perform other techniques significantly.
4.3 Evaluation of Multivariate Retrieval
To evaluate the performance of my approach for multivariate data retrieval, I conduct an precision-
recall evaluation analogously to my evaluation for bivariate data retrieval. However, evaluating the
performance of my approach for multivariate data retrieval is challenging, as there are no techniques to
directly compare against.
Therefore, I chose to compare two variants of my feature extraction approach against a straight-
forward baseline technique. As a baseline, I compute a "column-label-descriptor" for each multivariate
document as follows. A vocabulary of all column labels that occur in at least two different documents
is built in an offline step. Then, a binary vector with length equal to the size of the vocabulary is ex-
tracted from each document. At position i, this vector is 1 if the document contains a measurement
for variable i, otherwise it is 0. However, recalling the construction of the benchmark data-set, this
label information was (among other meta-data) used to automatically construct the similarity classes
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Figure 4.8: Box-plot of average r-precision for each studied descriptor for the filtered benchmark data-
set. The box visualizes the 95% confidence interval around the mean. The red, vertical bar
indicates the median and the scattered plus-signs show outliers.
in the first place. Since non-suitable classes were manually filtered out though, this problem is mostly
amended, as the similarity classes were ultimately decided upon by human judgment.
This baseline technique is compared to two variants of my feature extraction technique. To this end,
two different topic models are learned and used for feature extraction.
The first topic model is trained using only pattern-based feature tokens. According to the definition
in Section 3.4 Multivariate Feature Extraction , these features only describe the bivariate pattern (e.g.,
a linear relationship) occurring between two columns of a multivariate data document, without also
describing the columns themselves. Thus, these features can be computed even for multivariate data
that is not annotated, as the column labels are not needed to train this topic model. Thus, a feature
vector extracted this way from a multivariate data document only represents the patterns occurring in
that document, but not the columns that actually exhibit these patterns.
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(a) Column Label Descriptor 501 10.75
(b) Pattern Topic Descriptor 100 6.69
(c) Pattern+Column Topic Descriptor 100 16.26
Figure 4.9: r-Precision Evaluation of Multivariate Retrieval. (a) Baseline technique extracted from col-
umn labels; (b) topic descriptor inferred from data-terms only; (c) topic descriptor inferred
from data-terms and column-label terms. We see that incorporating data-terms into the
retrieval process significantly improves precision.
The second topic model is trained as proposed in Section 3.4. Thus, this topic model is based on the
pattern-based terms as well as the meta-data based terms. So in comparison, features extracted this way
do represent the patterns occurring in multivariate data and the columns exhibiting these patterns.
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Comparing these three techniques allows us to quantify the added value of incorporating pattern-based
features into the retrieval scheme. The baseline only uses annotations, the first topic model only uses
patterns and the second topic model uses both.
Let us look at the results of the r-precision evaluation for these three techniques in Figure 4.9. We see
that the topic modeling descriptor inferred only from the pattern terms in (b) reaches 6.69% r-precision,
while the performance of the baseline technique in (a) is at 10.75% r-precision. Though the pattern-
based topic descriptor does reach the performance level of the baseline technique, one should note that
it can be computed without needing any kind of annotations and only consists of 100 dimensions versus
the 501 dimensions of the baseline technique.
Next, let us look at the topic descriptor in (c) that uses the pattern-based terms and the column labels
combined to learn a topic model. This descriptor outperforms the baseline technique significantly with
a r-precision of 16.26%. It is quite interesting to note that the sum of the r-precisions of the baseline
technique and the pattern-based topic descriptor almost equals the precision of the combined topic
descriptor. This indicates the significant, potential gain in retrieval challenges for multivariate data by
incorporating the data patterns themselves.
4.4 Benchmark Discussion
In this last section of this chapter, I will discuss several aspects of the proposed approach for benchmark
construction in bivariate and multivariate data retrieval.
4.4.1 Bivariate Retrieval
For construction of the benchmark, I proposed a new approach to define similarity among bivariate
data objects, by using meta-data annotations by experts in research data repositories. After assigning
objects to similarity classes, an interesting questions is how well retrieval works in correlation with
numerically dissimilar objects within each class (intra-class divergence) and dissimilar objects among
classes (inter-class divergence).
Looking at the 2D probability density of the bivariate data objects, I compute intra-class divergence
as the Euclidean distance between each data object’s individual 2D probability density and the 2D
probability density of all objects in the corresponding class. One can visualize this divergence as the
difference of the scatter-plot density of a single data object versus the density of the scatter-plot of all
bivariate data objects at once (visualized in Figure 4.1).
To judge inter-class divergence, we select all objects of two random classes and again compute the
distance of the 2D probability density. This time, we compute the distance between the distribution of
all the data points of these two random classes and the data point distribution of each individual object.
By repeating this experiment until convergence for each class, we get an average distance of objects in
different similarity classes – thus the inter-class divergence.
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Figure 4.10: Intra-class divergence plotted versus inter-class divergence for each similarity class in the
benchmark. Color and size of data-points redundantly visualize mean average r-precision
for each class. Data-point color in the small sub-images show class-membership.
Let us explore the r-precision of individual similarity classes and their respective inter- and intra-class
divergence in detail. Figure 4.10 shows an overview of this relationship. As expected, we see that well
performing classes (big, non-blue points) are primarily located in the upper left corner and thus exhibit
a low intra-class divergence and a high inter-class divergence. However there are a few well performing
classes in the upper right corner. These classes exhibit a very high intra-class divergence (which makes
retrieval difficult), but at the same time a high inter-class divergence. This indicates that for bivariate
retrieval, numerical discrimination from other classes is more important for good retrieval results than
numerical similarity within a class.
4.4.2 Multivariate Retrieval
Next, let us look at some qualitative retrieval results for multivariate data retrieval. In Figure 4.11
we see the retrieval results using an object from the best performing similarity class as the query. As
expected, all scatter-plots visualized using shadow drawing are very similar to each other. In Figure
4.12 on the other hand, we see the retrieval results using an object from the worst performing similarity
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class. Even though the similarity between the scatter-plots is not as high, they are still quite similar,
considering the data document used as the query object in this case yielded an exact 0.0 r-precision
on the benchmark. This indicates that there is a semantic gap between the way I defined the similarity
classes based on the annotated meta-data and the actual data-patterns. As my approach for multivariate
data retrieval does not try to model any of the (application specific) semantics I had in mind while
creating the benchmark (like location or time), it can only retrieve data that exhibits similar patterns.
Figure 4.11: Qualitative results using a multivariate data document from one of the best performing
similarity classes. The query object and its ten nearest neighbors are plotted in a single
scatter-plot matrix as shadow-plots in shades of blue. Here, those scatter-plot matrices are
nearly identical to each other.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter I evaluated the retrieval performance of my approach with respect to two different as-
pects. First, I compared nine different feature extraction techniques for bivariate retrieval. The best
performing technique was an image-processing based technique I developed. The basic idea was to
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Figure 4.12: Qualitative results using a multivariate data document from one of the worst performing
similarity classes. The query object and its ten nearest neighbors are plotted in a single
scatter-plot matrix as shadow-plots in shades of blue. The scatter-plot matrices of these
documents vary significantly.
estimate and plot the density of the data’s scatter-plot and then describe this shape of this density as
an edge-histogram. Secondly, I compared my approach for multivariate data retrieval to a baseline
technique, which relies on meta-data alone. I was able to show that my technique, which includes
content-based features on top of meta-data based features, significantly outperforms the baseline tech-
nique.
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5 Visual-Interactive Retrieval
In the previous chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, I described and evaluated my algorithmic approach
for retrieval of multivariate research data. One aspect I have not consider at so far, is how to support
information seekers in making use of this algorithmic approach.
Little research focused on interactive methods which use such similarity functions to help the user with
the query formulation process based on data content. Such methods include highlighting of results to
show why a document was retrieved, as well as search suggestions to provide the user with an overview
of meaningful terms she can search for next. These functions are typically located on the front-end of
a visual-interactive retrieval system, but require indexing structures in the back-end to be efficient.
In this chapter, I will present a novel approach for providing the user with interactive search sugges-
tions and result highlighting when querying multivariate data [SvLS13b]. Such visual-interactive tools
are already successfully used in textual search engines and yield similar advantages to users querying
non-textual research data documents. In particular, users have certain expectations how retrieval sys-
tems should work and what query options they should provide [KH12]. Search suggestions provide
information seekers with an overview of (often complex) data patterns and variable names to initially
search for or to auto-complete or refine their search. Result highlighting shows the information seeker,
which part of a document matched her query and thus explains why it was retrieved.
Akin to search suggestions on popular web- or e-commerce search engines, I present the user with
search suggestions and completions, based on her partial query as it is being entered. Figure 5.1 shows
an example of this suggestion-approach. Furthermore, I can provide the user with instant search results
and also highlight those parts of a retrieved multivariate data-set, that correspond to the user’s query.
Similar to paragraph highlighting in text retrieval, I propose to show those scatter-plots of a retrieved
data-set, that contain parts of the query (e.g., a textual match on the axis label or a match of a particular
scatter-plot pattern) and to highlight these parts. That way a user can see why a particular document
was retrieved in the first place, and quickly skim through the results to find the data-sets she is most
interested in. Another example in Figure 5.2 shows a result list and the highlighted scatter-plots.
To allow for this kind of visual-interactive querying in multivariate data, I developed the novel indexing
method based on a bag-of-words approach as described in Section 3 Approach to Multivariate Research
Data Retrieval .
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Figure 5.1: An example query using the PANGAEA data repository, searching for a linear relationship
between water depth and water pressure. This query pattern (variable x, variable y, curve
form) we searched for is highlighted in each retrieved data-set.
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5.1 Instant Results
Providing results quickly to an information seeker’s query is very advantageous. It speeds up the
search process in general, and also allows the user to avoid over-specifying her query, by providing
instant results while the query is being formulated. To allow for "instantaneous" search results (in
general, less than 300ms), I use the bag-of-words index described in Chapter 3 for retrieval. Recall
that an information seeker can search for arbitrary meta-data, column labels and data patterns such as
a specific relationship of a versus b with pattern c. Figure 5.1 shows an example search query. In
this example, I searched for a complete tri-gram by specifying both axis labels (water depth versus
pressure) and a data pattern (a linear relationship between those two variables). For ranking I use a
modified BM25 approach as described in Subsection 3.5.1.
As with any full-text index that is based on inverted lists, we can efficiently combine several search
terms by intersecting the associated lists. Thus, the default behavior of my approach is to look for all
search terms, and only return those documents, that contain every search term and rank them according
to their aggregated term weight.
Due to the full-text-like indexing of the bag-of-words approach, the system is able to perform search
queries in less than 300 milliseconds, which is generally accepted as “instantaneous” in retrieval appli-
cations. Thus, while the user is still formulating her query, we provide her with immediate results as
this has been shown to speed up the retrieval process.
As long as the full-text-index and the primary key index of the database fully reside in the system’s
main memory, the look-up part of the query time is independent of the number of documents and is
dominated by the time required to read the result data from the hard disk.
5.2 Result Highlighting
Highlighting of search results is very important to explain to the user, why a particular document is
being returned. For text retrieval, highlighting the search terms and showing a few surrounding sen-
tences is a very suitable way to do so. I adapt this to the retrieval scenario at hand. For each retrieved
multivariate document, I want to explain to the information seeker why this particular document was
retrieved. For this kind of document, merely showing the title or the identifier of the document is too
obscure for this purpose. On the other hand, visualizing the complete scatter-plot-matrix and highlight-
ing individual scatter-plots takes up too much screen-space, considering scatter-plot-matrices can be
huge and that we would need to visualize one for each retrieved document. Thus, I propose to filter the
scatter-plot matrices for individual scatter-plots that contain at least one of the query terms and then
show a fixed number of these individual scatter-plots sequentially. These scatter-plots visualize those
bivariate patterns in each document that (partially) matched the user’s query. Furthermore, I highlight
those scatter-plots by coloring the axis labels and / or the data-points, depending on their match with
the search term. Figure 5.2 shows an example query, where scatter-plots of each returned document
highlight the user’s query matches.
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Figure 5.2: Search Result Highlighting on our front-end: For each of the retrieved multivariate docu-
ments, the scatter-plots that contain the search terms are highlighted by coloring the axis
labels and/or the data points in yellow. I searched for multivariate documents that contain
a sigmoid like relationship between water density (sigma-theta) and water depth, as well
as an arbitrary relationship of water depth versus temperature and salinity versus pressure.
Note that the retrieved documents contain all of these search terms; the system highlights
the results accordingly to show the user, why these documents were retrieved.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Search Suggestions: (a) After specifying one axis label for the search term, the system
presents search terms for the other axis. In this example I specified water density as the
y axis. The system suggests to search for salinity, water depth, pressure or temperature –
precisely those four variables that water density is functionally dependent of [Ste04]. (b)
After selecting one of the suggested x-axis labels, the system suggests search terms for the
curve progression by visualizing small scatter-plots to the user.
5.3 Search Suggestions
Search suggestions enable two core benefits for information seekers. First, they provide an overview
of search terms to refine an initial query with and formulate a more-precise query, while making sure
that the query is not over-specified and can still retrieve matches. Secondly, search suggestions serve
as auto-completions that allow users to formulate their desired query faster and with less typing errors.
Search suggestions and auto-completions gained particular popularity due to their introduction into
Google’s and Amazon’s search front-ends. Since then, search suggestions have also become central
to the user’s expectations (or mental model) how a search engine works [KH12]. As such, failure to
provide the user with this functionality often leads to queries with no results due to the search for non-
existent patters. In other cases, users do not have a precise pattern in mind to search for (or to continue
/ refine their search with). In these cases, search suggestions provide the user with a much needed
overview of patterns she can search for next.
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To provide search suggestions for retrieval of multivariate data, recall that my approach for aggregating
terms in a given result-set works as follows (compare Subsection 3.5.2):
• retrieve d documents that contain all query terms the user searched for so far
• sum up the ranking scores for all tri-gram terms in the result set
• restrict possible tri-grams according to a partial search term (e.g., a partial axis label) the user
supplied
• return the h tri-grams with the highest score as search suggestions and visualize them accordingly
Such an aggregation function yields a list of tri-gam terms, that each contain both axis labels and the
data pattern of the bivariate data pattern they describe. Thus, I can visualize a set of suggestions from
these terms by showing a textual pop-up of potential x- and y-axis labels, as well as a set of scatter-plots
as small preview images (see Figure 5.3). This allows users to quickly select columns and patterns they
are interested in.
The parameter d, the number of documents retrieved to select search suggestions from, influences the
quality of the suggestions (higher d is better) but also the computational cost of the suggestions (lower
d is better). I found d = 50 to be a good compromise between run-time and search suggestion accuracy.
5.4 Nearest-Neighbor Recommendations
Using nearest neighbor retrieval to query and explore large document collections via pairwise document
similarity is a well known approach to discover documents of interest. Particularly in e-commerce,
recommender systems try to solve this problem, by recommending similar documents to a given one,
presenting the user with alternative or complementary products. Though in e-commerce these systems
usually rely on collaborative filtering and not on data content similarity, I use this retrieval paradigm to
explore multivariate data collections. To this end, I implemented a "Related Documents" approach that
presents the k nearest neighbors to the document we are currently viewing (thus, the four most similar
documents with respect to my approach). The features used for the nearest-neighbor retrieval are based
on topic modeling (see Section 3.4.2), the indexing method is based on FLANN as described in Section
3.5.3.
Once the k nearest neighbors are retrieved, the task is to visualize them in an intuitive way to the
information seeker. To this end, I chose to render a large, single scatter-plot-matrix that contains the
scatter-plots of all k nearest neighbors. Each scatter-plot itself is rendered using shadow-drawing. This
allows the information seeker to visually inspect the similarities of the neighboring documents and
select documents of potential interest. Figure 5.4 shows a (small) visualization of several multivariate
documents in a single scatter-plot-matrix.
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Figure 5.4: Example visualization of several multivariate documents in a single scatter-plot-matrix us-
ing shadow-plots.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter I proposed several visual-interactive techniques for retrieval in multivariate research data
based on the feature extraction approach of this thesis. Result highlighting explains to an information
seekers, why certain documents were retrieved by presenting the context. For multivariate data, I
proposed to meet this challenge by visualizing all the scatter-plots that (partially) contain one of the
terms the seeker queried for. Search suggestions provide the information seeker with an overview of
patterns to refine her search with. They are computed by aggregating and ranking all the terms of a
result-set according to their respective relevance to the query. Finally, a visual-interactive interface for
nearest-neighbor browsing was presented, that allows an information seeker to explore collections of
multivariate-data by exploiting the similarities that exist between these documents.
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6 Use-Case
In this chapter I present a use-case of retrieval in multivariate research data using my approach. The
objective of this chapter is to qualitatively explore some of the benefits my approach can provide to
information seekers.
As a use-case, I chose the domain of physical oceanographic research. This is a branch of the earth
or environmental sciences that is concerned with physical processes in the ocean [Ste04]. Physical
oceanography is a very data intensive science (see Section 2.9.1). Measurements are obtained via
ships, observatory stations, buoys and other maritime sensorics and are globally connected to earth
observations networks. Data libraries such as PANGAEA [PAN] or DataONE [Dat] make these mea-
surement data-sets publicly available to enhance research, exchange, re-use and long-term availability.
These circumstances make oceanography a good candidate to benefit from novel retrieval techniques.
In related work, content-based retrieval for time-oriented research data in PANGAEA was useful to
scientists using such data repositories to fulfill their information needs [BBF∗10]. As my approach
generalizes from time-series data to multivariate data, a similar practical benefit for this data domain
can be expected. In the following I will describe the data source and how one can employ my approach
to retrieve data from PANGAEA.
6.1 Data Source
As a use-case for my approach to multivariate research data retrieval I consider real-world data from
the PANGAEA Data Library [DGR∗02,PAN], which I also used for evaluation in Chapter 4. PANGAEA
is a digital library for the environmental sciences. It archives, publishes, and distributes geo-referenced
primary research data from scientists all over the world. It is operated by the Alfred-Wegener-Institute
for Polar and Marine Research in Bremerhaven, and the Center for Marine Environmental Sciences in
Bremen, Germany.
For my experimental setup, I acquired every document that is currently available under the Creative
Commons Attribution License 3.0 from http://www.pangaea.de. Each document is uniquely
identified with a digital object identifier (DOI) and consists of a table of multivariate measurements.
These measurements include radiation levels, temperature progressions and ozone values, among many
more. Each document available at PANGAEA is carefully annotated by the scientist who conducted
the measurements. A data curator controls the quality of this annotation process. These meta-data
annotations include standardized parameter names, base units as well as the time and the geo-location
of the measurements.
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I obtained 98,416 such documents in total. These multivariate documents contain between 3 and 100
columns, and approximately 220 rows on average. The raw uncompressed data of these documents
requires approximately 35 GB of disk space.
Following my indexing approach described in Chapter 3, I computed and indexed approximately 2.5
million terms. This requires about 2 GB of RAM to keep the index fully within the main memory of
my test setup. Additionally to allow for nearest-neighbor retrieval, I indexed the topic feature vectors
extracted from each multivariate document in a FLANN index, which requires about 500 MB of RAM.
6.2 Oceanography
Oceanography is a branch of the environmental sciences that is concerned with physical processes in
the ocean by measuring important properties via ships, observatory stations, buoys and other maritime
sensorics. Many of these observation devices are connected to global earth observation networks that
make these measurement data-sets publicly available. Finding data-sets relevant to an information
seeker is a major challenge in this area and will serve as a use-case here.
6.2.1 Querying
In this first subsection, I query the wealth of oceanographic data indexed with my approach for a case
study. Assuming no prior knowledge of the contents of this data repository, I look for data-sets that
show similar measurement patterns as part of an exploratory search process. It can be the basis to
hypothesize about the reason for the observed similarities.
First, I enter two intuitive variables, namely water temperature and water depth. Since I do not know
what kind of pattern a measurement between these two variables should look like, I let the system
provide an overview of important patterns (see upper left part of Figure 6.1). Initially I assumed tem-
perature to either drop or rise with water depth (depending on whether the environment is warm or
cold). However, I was surprised the system suggested a pattern that indicates a drop in temperature
until a certain water depth, and then an increase in temperature as we go deeper (see scatter-plot "Sug-
gestions" in upper left of Figure 6.1). This effect of discovering something unexpected, yet interesting
is often referred to as serendipity. Thus, I selected and searched for this pattern. Moreover, I want
the result-set to also contain measurements of water density versus water depth, to see if these will be
similar to each other as well. The result of this query can be seen in Figure 6.1.
The result set that was retrieved did exhibit the pattern I queried for and was highlighted accordingly.
On top of that, the relationship of density versus depth was also similar. Looking at the locations where
those measurements were taken, I was initially surprised to see such different locations as the Norwe-
gian sea and the Antarctic southern ocean. However, looking into some details about the Norwegian sea
did reveal that it is a maritime subarctic climatic zone just like the Antarctic southern ocean, explaining
the similarity of the measurement patterns.
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Figure 6.1: Case Study: I queried for a specific pattern between temperature and water depth to see
whether the documents containing this pattern were measured at locations with a similar
maritime climate. The first document is situated in the Norwegian sea, while documents 2
to 5 were obtained in the Antarctic southern ocean. Both regions have a maritime subarctic
climatic zone, explaining why the same pattern was found there. Map Data is attributed to
Google Maps.
Further refinement of the search by selecting a specific pattern for the relationship between water
density and water depth as well, did reduce the result set to a more homogeneous region as I expected
at that point (see Figure 6.2). Using that query, all retrieved documents were measured in the Antarctic
southern ocean, approximately at the longitude of New Zealand (169°).
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Figure 6.2: Case Study: I refined the original search query (see Figure 6.1) by also selecting a specific
relationship between water density and water depth that was suggested by system. We see
that this combination of patterns only occurs in documents that originate from the Antarctic
southern ocean at longitude 169°. Map Data is attributed to Google Maps.
6.2.2 Browsing
In this second subsection of my use-case, I want to browse and explore the oceanographic documents
using the nearest-neighbor recommendations I proposed in Section 5.4. Selecting one of the documents
I found during the query use-case in the previous subsection (measurements obtained in the Norwegian
sea), the systems retrieves and visualizes the four most similar documents to this query. Figure 6.3
shows a screen-shot of this approach in action. The result-set is visualized by a single scatter-plot-
matrix that contains all scatter-plots of all retrieved documents. Each individual scatter-plot is rendered
using shadow-drawing. This means that the opaque data-points are present in every document of the
result-set, while the translucent data-points are only present in one or a few of the documents. Ad-
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ditionally, the geo-location where the documents were originally measured is visualized in a single
map-view.
We can see that the four nearest neighbors to the query document all contain the same dimensions
(although the search was not restricted to that), and that the scatter-plot-matrices of all retrieved doc-
uments are very similar to the scatter-plot-matrix of the query object. This indicates that all five doc-
uments describe a similar climate pattern. Furthermore, we see that all documents were obtained in
the Norwegian Sea near the coast of Tromso, and as such, were indeed measured in the same maritime
climate zone.
6.3 Summary
This use-case in physical oceanography showed the practical applicability and scalability of the pro-
posed approach for retrieval in multivariate data. By exploring and searching for data-sets via specific
patterns, a scientist in this domain can find measurement data that support or contradict a given hy-
pothesis (e.g., "the relationship between water depth and water pressure is linear"). Furthermore, the
proposed approach allows for nearest-neighbor retrieval of multivariate documents. This can be used
for browsing and exploring a collection of multivariate data, as well as querying-by-example. To this
end, scientists can provide a multivariate data-set they are interested in (e.g., because they obtained it
themselves) and retrieve a ranked list of similar multivariate data-sets. In this way, it is possible to
quickly find out if (and where) someone else obtained similar results before or if their results are novel.
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Figure 6.3: My approach for similarity measurement of multivariate data documents in action. The
scatter-plot-matrices of the query document and result documents are visualized. The query
is drawn in opaque black, the retrieval results are drawn in translucent blue to show the de-
viation of the retrieval results to the query. One can see that all plots are very similar,
indicating that all five documents describe a similar climate pattern. Additionally, all doc-
uments were measured in the Norwegian Sea near the coast of Tromso. One can continue
the data exploration by selecting one of the retrieved documents as the next query object to
retrieve its four nearest neighbors. Map Data is attributed to Google Maps.
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To conclude my thesis "Information Retrieval for Multivariate Research Data Repositories" I will sum-
marize and highlight its main scientific contributions in the following section. Finally, I would like to
present some preliminary ideas for future work where retrieval of research data plays an important role.
7.1 Conclusions
Scientific research and industrial applications are becoming more and more data-intensive and data-
driven. Finding and subsequently analyzing relevant data is an increasingly decisive factor in these
disciplines. Research data represents a valuable asset and if made accessible in a transparent and user
friendly way, can improve the scientific and industrial processes as a whole. Encompassing digital
library support for research data is therefore highly desirable.
In this thesis, I presented a body of work that dealt with novel methods for information retrieval for
multivariate research data. In particular, I focused my studies on extending established, meta-data
based retrieval approaches with techniques for content-based access to retrieve multivariate research
data. My research in this area and my approach are motivated by certain information needs which
cannot (or only insufficiently) be fulfilled by using textual, annotation-based access to research data.
While it is perfectly viable to retrieve annotated data by searching for specific titles, authors, geo-
locations or experimental parameters, it is not viable to search for data patterns themselves: Consider
an information seeker looking for data documents that are similar to an example data document she
measured herself, or an information seeker looking for a document that contains one or more specific
data patterns. These are the driving challenges motivating my approach and in this conclusion I want to
summarize the contributions I made towards solving these challenges and discuss the advantages and
benefits resulting from my research.
1st Contribution To extend annotation-based access to research to allow for content-based querying,
my first major contribution was to develop and present an approach that extracts descriptors from
multivariate data documents. To achieve that, I proposed the extraction of bivariate feature vectors from
each pair-wise combination of the columns in the multivariate data as a first step. This was motivated
by the widely-used scatter-plot-matrix – a visual analytics tool that plots each pair-wise combination
of columns to enable the analysis of multivariate data by users. This first step allowed the retrieval of
multivariate documents, by extracting the set of all bivariate feature vectors from each of them. That
way, I enabled an information seeker to specify one or more bivariate patterns to search for.
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2nd Contribution I conducted research towards answering the query I presented as a motivational ex-
ample: Given a complete multivariate data document as an example query, retrieve its nearest-neighbors
from a collection of such documents. To that end, my second major contribution consists of develop-
ing a novel measure for computing the similarity between multivariate research data documents based
on topic modeling. By learning a specialized topic model for research data based on the documents’
bag-of-words representation (see 4th contribution), it was possible to infer a compact vector consisting
of the topic activations for each document. By computing the similarity between these topic activa-
tion, nearest-neighbor retrieval as well as distance-based indexing of multivariate data documents was
enabled.
3rd Contribution I constructed a benchmark for retrieval in bivariate and multivariate data collec-
tions. For bivariate data, I extensively evaluated nine different feature extraction algorithms. The
method for benchmark-construction was based on meta-data annotations by domain experts. I used
publicly available earth observation data for this purpose, by defining similarity classes based on anno-
tations including type, location and time of measurement. Several of the evaluated feature extraction
approaches were novel techniques developed by myself for this thesis. In particular, I developed the
feature extraction technique which yielded the best retrieval results. The idea of that technique is to
first estimate the density of bivariate data using a Gaussian kernel and then to extract an edge-histogram
descriptor from the rendering of the resulting density estimate. For quantitatively evaluating retrieval in
multivariate data, I compared my topic modeling based approach to a baseline technique which would
extract features from multivariate data documents based on meta-data alone. My approach significantly
outperformed this baseline technique.
4th Contribution After enabling bivariate data retrieval and multivariate data retrieval by comparing
sets of feature vectors, a major challenge that was not addressed so far, were visual-interactive tools
that would enable and support information seekers in formulating such queries. So as a fourth major
contribution, I developed such visual-interactive tools based on a novel approach for content-based
indexing of multivariate data by using a bag-of-words approach. The basic idea was to quantize the
extracted bivariate feature patterns, and thus obtain a bag-of-words for each document which can be
efficiently indexed using inverted lists. This efficient indexing technique allowed me to develop visual-
interactive query modalities that were not available for this kind of document before. In particular and
most importantly, I provided the information seeker with result highlighting and search suggestions.
This provided advantages similar to such techniques for retrieval in the textual domain which informa-
tion seekers are used to. Result highlighting – filtering and highlighting the scatter-plots that partially
matched the user’s query – explains why a document was retrieved. Search suggestions provide an
overview of scatter-plot patterns to search for and refine a query with. This speeds up the retrieval
process and reduces zero-result queries. I showed the applicability and scalability of my approach by
indexing the complete collection of multivariate research data that is publicly available from a data
library for the environmental sciences.
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Summary My research in the scope of this thesis was concerned with the challenge of retrieving
relevant documents from a collection of multivariate data documents. To improve upon the state-
of-the-art, which mostly relied on annotation-based access, I developed and evaluated novel content-
based retrieval techniques for multivariate research data repositories. My contributions extend the
accessibility to such data repositories and improve the supply of information in the area of research
data. To conclude the main part of this thesis, I would like to answer the question I posed as a challenge
in the very beginning according to my results:
"In a collection of multivariate data documents, how can I find the documents I am looking for?"
"By being enabled to query and explore for data patterns on top of meta-data annotations."
7.2 Future Work
For quite some time, research papers have included a lot more than mere text written on paper. Sci-
entific work includes empirical studies, measurement data, images, audio, video, plots and renderings,
mathematical expressions and of course the full-text itself. Along with this content, papers are usually
annotated for indexing with controlled meta-data like authors, keywords, topic classification and pub-
lication year and venue. Today, as all of that content is either digitized (empirical data, e.g. in social
science studies comes to mind) or digitally born (like digital images, Word or TeX texts, mathematical
expressions, measurement data), a more encompassing definition of research paper might be digital
research object.
Bechhofer et al. [BDRG∗10] define research objects as "self-contained units of knowledge" that sup-
port "publication, sharing and reuse". In particular, research objects encompass "semantically rich
aggregations of resources, that can possess some scientific intent or support some research objective".
In an interesting outlook, David De Roure forecasts the "demise of the paper" [DR13]. He outlines
several reasons why a paper will not be the suitable medium for scientific work in the future. These
encompass the inability to include the evidence in the paper, the inability to reconstruct an experiment
or re-obtain the results based on the paper alone and that any research records need to be machine
readable to support automation and curation.
Recent advances in information retrieval for data domains like images, audio, video, math, meta-data
and natural language texts together with the body of work about retrieval for multivariate research
data presented in this thesis, will allow us to further develop the concept and use of the digital re-
search object to tackle some of the future challenges outlined above. In particular these advances in
information retrieval can support us in making research records machine readable for automatic index-
ing. Furthermore they support the re-useability and verifiability of research records by cross-linking
and inter-linking scientific texts, data-sets, scientists, meta-data, multimedia content and mathematical
expressions.
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7.2.1 Information Retrieval for Digital Research Objects
Computing content-based descriptors from all the components a digital research objects consists of,
allows us to index and relate research records well beyond established techniques like co-author and
citation networks, or mere keyword or full-text search in the research object’s textual components.
Figure 7.1 outlines my first ideas how we can leverage the information contained in a research object’s
text, images, meta-data and associated data-sets.
We can analyze the full-text with techniques like topic modeling [BNJ03], named entity recogni-
tion [NS07] or discourse analysis [JM09], to automatically extract useful information for curation and
indexing of a research record. Using algorithms from content-based image retrieval, we can extract
descriptors from all the images contained in a research object [DJLW08]. This would allow to automat-
ically compute relationships between papers, if they contain similar figures. In a similar vein, we can
extract descriptors from the mathematical expressions found in more technical papers [YA09,HGL∗13].
Again this enables us to mine for similarities between papers based on similar or equivalent mathemati-
cal expressions they contain. Finally the techniques I proposed in this thesis for analysis of multivariate
data, along with related techniques for time-series data or categorical data, can be used to extract de-
scriptors from the data-sets a research object uses. This allows for retrieving relations between scientific
work, based on the similarities between data-sets they use or obtain. This is particular important for
data intensive sciences like earth observation or biology, where lots of new experiments are conducted,
but finding related work with similar experiments or with similar results is hard without appropriate
data mining techniques.
The analysis of citation and co-author graphs also greatly benefits from the information that can be
mined from digital research objects [SK13]. Analyzing citation and co-author connections between
papers with respect to their actual content has already proven fruitful in identifying and forecasting im-
portant and influential literature [YHT∗12]. A similar approach was taken by Gollapalli et al. to define
a similarity measure between different researchers [GMG12]. Such first results show the potential of
combining network-based and content-based descriptors. Encompassing, in-depth descriptors of scien-
tific work as proposed here, will help improving the discovery and semi-automatic triage of scientific
literature with respect to a user’s information need.
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Figure 7.1: Concepts for Digital Research Objects to leverage the information contained in a research
object’s text, images, meta-data and associated data-sets. Techniques like topic modeling
(TM), named entity recognition (NER), discourse analysis (DA), content-based image re-
trieval, mathematical information retrieval (math) and research data retrieval (data) can be
applied here.
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